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nat~e t89% ' ' O h )  haa been measured with electrons  of 8 0  
and 92 MeV at 90 and 105' between 4 and 48 W excitation 
energy. The 9 resowces or resonance-like structures identi- 
fied at  Ex - 6 (31 A - ~ ~ ) ,  7.4 (38 1 0  (52 ~i-"~), 
12 (62 A- ' /~) ,  15.3 (79 ~ - l / ~ ) ,  22 (114 ~ ' ~ ' ~ 1 ,  25  (130 ~ " ~ 1  I 
31 (160 A ~ " ~ ) ,  and 37.5 (195 A*"') HeV were classified on 
the baais of their mmentrrm transfer dependence and discussed 
i n  the framawork of the shall model. Since some of the argu- 
m e n t s  used are intricate we refer for quantitative particulaxs 
t o  the text. It is ahown that the E2 sum rule strength not 
exhausted in the excitation range of this experiment may contribute 
up to 50s o f  the claaaical, dipole sum rule to 
the photon crosa seotion between 50 MeV and the pion threshold. 
The resonance at 10 MeV might he due to a separate oscillation 
of the  axcesta neutrons againat: the rest o f  the  nucleus. 
*Support& i n  part by Che National Science Poundation and the 
Naval Postgraduate S c h l  Research Foundation. 
I. Introduction 
Recent years have brought a vastly improved knowledge 
of the nuclear giant resonances: w h i c h  are & m a d l y  defined 
aa coherent nuclear excitations of the region above the 
I ~ s t  particle threshold. As in any active field af 
sciencelaa many or more questions have arisen as have been 
solved. The particular target of  this work fnatce which 
contains 89% of 14'~e) had been chosen for several reasons 
whicb we thought made it: a particularly interesting and 
mxthwbile nucleus to study. First, the earliest work on 
2 giant multiple resonances pointed out several problems 
with the giant dipole resonance in H = 82 nuclai,problems 
whiah do nut fit to the normal characterization of this 
a t a t e  aa well understmd. Secondly, a resonance at  
53 A - ~ / ~  HeV, also discovered3 in 140ce and seem in many 
nuclei  by (e,ew) in t h e  meantime, exhibits an E2 angular 
distribution (or momentum transfer dependence). The presence 
of a second separate 22 branch In  adeltion t o  the main 
isoscslar giant quadxupals resonance (GQR) at 63 ~ e v ,  
wMah already carries between $0 and 100% of the isoscalar 
sum xule in heavy nuclei, is d i f f i c u l t  ta understand. Thirdly,  
resonances reported above 25 t o  30 MeV, that le above the 
iaovectox C*QR at 130 A ' ~ / ~  uev4 have been found In five 
nuclei heavier than 1 4 0 ~ e  and have been claaeif i e d  alter- 
nattvely as EO or E3 and. in fact ,  may contain both multi- 
polarities. L a s t l y ,  a general reason to choose 140ce is 
based on the  observation that N = 82  nuclei have one o f  t h e  
m a t  eavoraph raaoe of wLdkb  thf the Various GR to their 
energy a e p ~ a t i o n .  Since the overlappLng of the giant 
resomnmn of different multipolarity poserthe largmmt 
p- in Interprc~tatian of observer3 e l s c c r o w i t a U w r  
apsetra, the  -11 in t r lns f c  wiBth  of tho resman~s in 
Ca is of great help in unraveling the ~amp1ieaW a b c t n r a  
w i t h  a line sham fit. 
Giant electric qaadrupole resonances M a  bssa feuad b 
ham p-rti- which only slowly vary fram nuclaur to  nucleus 
a d  to be wt m h  Bfffe*'hnt i n  mqic and mn-magic tespael- 
a l ly  ibfo&) nuclei, a p-rty which i s  m a -  in 
tim f r w  wmrk of -ttm ahel l  wS. othr ranoaanema lib 
the E3 haye m n  found to show more vnrianee, but hatfa d l 1  
to b at in  c a n j ~ o n  w i t h  m r a a v w  war a w i h  
range of 4. We will, therefore. shortly W f b a  tfw gemral 
W~ekical framewmxk. 
Ciaspit* early pmdiukionm of r hydrmdymmk~ H W e  
i n  the ~lfi the giant mult ipo~e r e m o w  rwko.on 
v h & l l y  was found ta $e flat, untfL1971. m e  o i  the 
* m ~ . r c l y  ewgeew hiqh-f-ensy m l m i v e  -am7 aolr~d 
be fomd. The tMoreUeal foundatfan for a nimmapic 
Under-dbg o f  the GMR region has bean laid two dgeades 
ago by 3-, et al.*t the most detailed prediotima had bran 
~pk *na *ts~.s*~ wit- w b  mli-teat 
shall -el. One o f  the bes t  short de~orfptims of tho 
=hame psopo~ad by Bahr end Mottelson has be- given by 
10 H a m a m t o  ; results based on a RPA calculation nre ~umnariemd 
in table 1 and can be explained i n  the following way in terms 
of the nuclear shell model. Without tak ing  iaorpin into 
account, a Ell o f  a certain multipolarity waul8 bm found at 
an excitation mergy corresponding to a nrtmber of main # b e l l  
tramitions h, - 41 A-"' HaV) a l l 4  by .pin md pmrtly , 
f .e. ,  2 b o  for E2, hO and fibo for E3, etc. T b  i sosph 
dspendmco o f  the particle-hole interacUon, repnl~lve for 
isovector excitationse, attractive for isaecalar onem, 
introduces aaother d-e of freedan. The mubad s b t e ,  
i.e., 80 W for an I32, ia thus @put  i a  bra, w i t h  
the iaoncalar part (hT - 0) 1-4 W = 660 A ' ~ '  MeV and 
#a i.o-tor part (AT = 1) rained to & 130 h-li3 -v.l1 
Fiqura 1 d m m  mont of kha available ~ D & Y  o f  data fxm Fn- 
elantic mleetron sostteringl2 for multipalaritiea X 2 1. 
If one aapares w i t h  table 1, In genaral, a g o d  a s m a t  
behmaa schematic awdel and experiment f s obvious. Tha 
m o s t  complete exptafbmental survey of any m&e has bemn 
n t a b  with (a,ctm) by Yo~ngbl~~dr et al. for the iaescalax 
wnf3 ~a for ths lb, AT = o high ennergp bouna octupole 
state ( ~ 8 0 9 )  14, pradfeted early by BOW and ~ t t a l a o n ~ ,  
at 32 A-''~ HeV. 
XI. Experimental oetai ls  
The experiment reported here usad electrons o f  prfmary 
energy (80 and 92  MeV) at angles of 90 and 1 0 S m ,  frm the 
120 MeV electron l inac of the Naval Postgraduate Schoal, 
the combination being a compromise hetween the soals of 
kmping transverse cwtribution small (forwaxd angle) but 
havLng large croas sections (E, emall) . The forward angle 
(93') measurements of ref. 2 with 5 0  an& 65 WV elecuma 
wara Included i n  the analysis because they fulfill these 
comditioa~. The momentum t ransfer  thus ewerd  the range 
f m  0.37 fmml t o  0.75 fmW1 f o r  zero excitation en-*. 
"%e metal (89% I4 '~e )  f- vantron Corporation was roll& 
into s e l f - a u m t i n g  tarqets with a mass density of 
126 m/m2 (corraspndhq to 1.58a radiation length1*). 
The inelhatic d a b  wexe easured relative to the elastic 
cross section. thus eliminating systematic uncertainties 
arieing fzm detemhation of $wUd angle, counter efPfcl- 
aaaies, &urge integration, etc. The elastic cross section 
ad was calculatad w i t h  the phase s h i f t  code of FiseWr 
and ~naritscher," using c ,  t-values for the charge Bf~tri- 
button of  the ground state from m-ic atoms, e = 5.78 and 
t 1 2.31 fm2* 
The axperhantal wt-ug of  t h e  UPS Linac ham been 
Bescribed xa~entl~'~ and is here onlp m w i r e d  for sake of  
a c ~ t i e  d flection system. The electrons scattered 
f rm  the target  are measurad hy a ten scintillation eounter 
ladder in the focal plane of  a 48  cm, 120' double foewing 
magnetic speck-ter. The mamentun bite of the rpectxo- 
meter is ' 3 % ,  the stepafnq width of the mngnetic f i e l d  nor- 
mally corresponds to 0.1 MY. The overall neamlution of  
the system is limited by the ~ n e c h d c a I  dimemions o f  tha 
scintiLLakois and therefore, maximally 0 . 3 8 .  f t  araa kept 
to O.5a, however, because th is  value i a  the aptimaf. cam- 
promise between background produced at the aaergy defining 
 lit system, which rises w i t h  btter resoluti~n, i . a . ,  
narrower ~l i t s ,  and background produced in the barn pipes 
leading to the spectrameter, which rhea w i t h  w i d e r  slits. 
The data are sorted i n to  enexgy bfna eqaal, to the ateppinq 
width (0.3 MoV) . Typical spectra are shown in f iqure 2. 
Po*: con-I purpases the whole excitation range has been 
measured w i t h  a wider stepping width, 2 HeV, beform and 
af* eaah fnelastfe run. No deviations, indicative of 
background chanqea, integrator dr f f te ,  etc., were found. 
Ths spectrum w i t h  the highest rngmantum transfer, 92 MeV 
at 105'.  was measwad twice to achieve a good statimtieal 
aacuracy. Each run took approximately 100 hours of  beam 
time* 
cmpleteness. The accelerated elecboas are m-ttrm 
a a a l y a d  in Che eymmetxy plane of a two 30°sactor mugnet 
III. Evaipation 
A. Backmound 
T k  general principles of evaluation have h n  dea- 
crikd ~ n t l y  lneludinq the varimua typss of ~ k ~ r m d  
(tadiatLva, general l o r n ,  tarqet-in) which hava to b dr 
teminmt~, ~ r a e k g r o u n ~  function. X 2 - t s ~ s ,  re- transition 
prob&bflitfes, and sum rules. We r€ih to Section XI% of 
ref. 16 for particulars. ~ i m  radial integrals r TLL. + 
neaded tor t h  evaluation of the  sum raleir can be calcrr- 
lrted f r a ~  rhB e , t  values bv 
Our choiaa for the line ahapQ w e d  for th. f i t  o f  
shapes for monanetts of afffemeat nuLtipolarity could differ 
in prizloiple, f t  awms unlikely. In any case-, wfaq a 
Inmntz farm wodd not change the results outside the 
.rror lu8igXIad. 
l a  deviation fmm -1ietr -dure16 vm have, -, 
triad various backgm~nd fa-. f i e  -lest X2 w m  achieved 
with 
but BGR3flf) = P1 + P JB + P3-Kf + RT d i d  nearly am w e l l .  2 # 
T h  simplest Form for BQR which skill d a s c r i h d  the data 
= elastic onmrqy, Ef - enbrgy o f  k b  mattered electron, 
Pi f i t ted garameter8,RT oalculattd radiation tafL, s w  balm). 
0th- fo- used *re- of tha t:ne ER2 OX BGM with just 
more -nu pn)B;-' 01. pn.C1 W. tmch t a m  did not  
aiaptove t h m  f i t .  
mimly onm muld idmntMy in gGM, the Pl tern with 
khe -tank roOln 4ackqmuW aad Pamf term aa a wr-  
mctLve tena fox the failure of Che xaiUation tail cpl~ula- 
tfoa at higher excitation emrgiea .  Elmfever, khe m c  are 
mt what they men ko bs, s oonfudon which ar ises  fmm the 
*fie- of tha constant atsparsion of the maqnetko smctxo- 
mtw. Sfwe the m t m  biW b e m a  %nmller w i t h  
slnaller magnetic f ield tEf) tbe achlal count raten are lower 
by E ~ / E ~  and the a a e t r a  have to be Bispers~on oor~ewd. 
QuLW aatwally ~ n e  takes tbe elastin energy Bi am reference 
point and multip1ie.s~ the cross sections w i t h  80 that 
Since mme of the -neat8 which cmt~ibutm to the 
tckal backq-d d r g o  the dispersion and o h r  don*t, a 
clouex l o o k  into what hapgens in ~ c t c c ~ t s a r y .  1. The general 
rooaa backgmund [GRB) is definQd a r  the ehcrrons which 
pmetra- the ~ U R - Z  8hialdfng. Sin* they do net travel 
through the  spectrometer they are not affected by the dis- 
mxsion. As an approximation for GRB we ume t h  count rate 
10 M V  above the elastic peak.  his value is subtracted 
fxom the totaL spectrum (elastic and ine lant ic)  before m y  
othar data handling. Any le f tover ,  due t o  errors in the 
detannination of GRB would contribute in the form 
of a constant tern PI. 2. that part of BGR that c a a a  through 
the apeetrowarter, S3, undergoes dispersion. Two assranptions 
about the nature of this backqround are possible? a) SB fills ; 
the spectrometer evenly with electxons. i f  tha spec-ter 
aettiag is f a t  emugh fmm the elastic peak. In thia caae 
it wwld contribute to PI. b) SB is produced by the elastic 
peak,when it hits the walls of  tha apctrometer. In M a  
case it w i l l  either praduea the ghost pea, care o f  which 
is taken through tbe simultaneous fitting o f  an empiriaally 
shaped ghost peak line i n  the h i t i a t e  vicinity of  the 
g h o s t  peak at 92% of the elastic energy. A m e  constant 
part of the experimental scattering W fall  ofZ with Ef, 
because the elastic elwtwns will hit further and further 
away from the Wuntera. For tMe latter part wa assma 
the loweart: or&* ansatz P2*Ef. 3. Tha radiation tail (RT) 
events mum throua the s p e c w t e t  and have d r g o n e  
diqersfon, but they are tr iv ia l  t o m a t  because of 
RT- = RT-*Ef/Ei. Since i n  the analysis the step after 
subtraction of (as measured 10 MeV a b v e  the elastic 
peak) i s  the dispersion correction Ei/Ef, we have the following 
(Ei constant) relatlonm 
I H 
rf we r a m  P; + P* an8 P* + p l  WE end up w i t h  w. 
In addition we have, i n  a heuristic manner, to take 
aara of the diverqence between calculated and measured radi- 
ation tail. W0 know from experiment that the difference 
mD RT- - riser with excitation enmrgy EN. Since 
Ex = Bi - Ef we have the lowest order ansatz possible 
I 
PI + PZEx - PI + P2Ef. Again, after dispersion correction 
this does not cbanqe the functional fom of BGW, only PI and 
P2 have a more ummplfcated meaning. It can easi ly be UhoMl 
that -3 would corresmnd to a second order Taylor seriea 
for RTD. BGR4 was originally tried, baeause we did not 
know the ox&r required to f i t  the difference. In t h i ~  case 
i t  i s  always advisable to try an exponential ansatz, because 
in p r h c i p l e  it contains a l l  orders. The special form of 
EGM -a fram the hundary oonditions inpowd, namely 
RTD = 0 fox Ei a ISf (by definition) and RT = - for Ei: -SO. 
D 
If we express Pl and Pa in fractions of the minimum 
of the radiation tail, typical values for the f i t  parameters 
for BGP4 are PI - 0.30 2 0.02, P2 = 0.01 + 0.01 (chin texm 
characterizes mainly t h e  afrcidentalar), P3 = (0 .95  to 1 . 0 5 )  C_ 0.03 ,  
an8 Pq = 0.25 0.05. It is important to note that  Pa, Pg 
and Pq are highly correlated wihh correlatian faetors in the 
ranga 0.7 to 0.9. This explains why BGR2 does still do a good 
job when compared to the more complicated BGR4, 
8.  Errors 
The exror assignment to giant resonance croas sec- 
t ionr is sometimes dif f icu l t .  Since many vwiable8 en*-, 
tu purely atatistical error i s  mostly too -11. Most 
*cant, hadran scatterins experiment$ seem Ca apply an over- 
20% rsrror bo their f ina l  results teee, e.g. ,  mfemnces 
18 and 191, while typical m s  fn (ere') are on the 101 
level for the wjor  resonance^. 18,20r21 TM (e,av) errors 
ar* pPenmably smaller becau8e there are fewer aye-tie 
error8 due tb the mreaariramsnt relative to the elamtie ~eak, 
-ti the b8ek-d i a  known, at Mast in prhciple, whf 2e 
inelamti6 HaaMn 8cattexim' ei%periments khve tI3' w r k  with 
1 w t a f l y  biuridic hat-a. 
Thm' arms gaPrted i h  t h i n  paper ar& based all the 
-&&& ermr. fbl: the. excitation -rg, and m two 
m s '  ttm7 ktatiaacal ex= for halfrfidth and If-oaZues 
(areas), bueaase' tlr%ae'values &-*&id l i p p t o W h E b l y  
t o  the minimum anW fna%imnrm clues o'f kh&d'c pkbpemerr 
' mf&d d b r h g  the ntmkxous fits ta th# &th while -in- 
2 
t a w  ah accebkabls x . *bat haha8,'khe~ia erkbrs inelude 
va*fatione in tlse m a *  M e t  the m e n  due to tho U~M of 
df f f ement background functions, di f f a n t  nalghbb*hg Lines, 
etc. error of the percent exhaustton of the aum rule 
given later,  hmmver, i n  based on the reandata deviation of 
= - - m a   mat me d a u a t i b h  and is-, the rdwe ,  m;e*e a 
for the fit to the -1s used than a mean& for 
the total uncertainty. This is borne out by t h e  ob~ervatlon 
that the standara deviation is always smaller or aqua1 to 
thm tutal uncstrtainty. In the table o f  f i n a l  reSUltg wa have 
qivea a mtal error baaad on t h e  nmx- and minbm value 
of tha area under the euxVe experienced through tim iitung 
procedure and errors from the elastic cros8 nadtlona, 
which can be condiderable, close to  the mLnima in tho elastic 
f o ~  Faator. 
C. mdiative Correctioaa 
Any scattered electron losen, with a certain prob- 
ability, anetgy through emi~skon of phmtons. It thus end* 
up in aa enem bSn. it does not belong to, giving rf.b to tha 
radAation tail. Thia subseekion cpiicthrna itmali w i t h  the 
l o s n  due. tb these pto&ss& which osom, bacawa tbe rpee- 
m' d'&/dlld~ is integrated to an an- cot-off A=, a- 
el-mn8 w i t h  a loss greater AB will not be corntad in the  
elastic peak, fax -1e. Thin ~arzmction i s '  diff-t 
for photon aminsion which aeours in the t i e l a  of the 
nucleus as the seattartag went itemlf (internal Bramatrahlung, 
giving rise to the ~ a h * ~ a g c r ~ ~  m c t i o n  6,) * and pmton 
emission which -re i a  the field of  another nwleus 
(external Bkemsstxahlunq, giving rise to the ~rmirmtrahlung~~ 
correction I B ) ,  The erosa saction for internal BremsstraGiunq 
is proportional t o  the taxget thickneea, the one for externaL 
Brmsstrahlunq fa proportional t o  the square of the target 
thickness and guts, therefore, a l i m i t  on the target thick- 
nesu which may be used. 
The expression far the Schwf fiqey corxacticra is2' *" 
(a = fwmeattw transfer) under neulection of +,ems a l l e r  
0.01. 
The Bramsstrahlunq corrsetion isx5* 25 
(t target thfekaess) w i t h  neglact of tern98 smaller -0.91. 
When applied t o  the  mersuted and integrated elast ic  
aross saation bath 6 are exponentiaked to account for multi- 
p le phew elnfasion and m c k  target effects, revet ive ly  - 
The true integrated erosar section then is relahd to the 
meemured one by 
With a cut-off energy of  approximately 1 PleV I2 half- 
width IF-)) els * 1.1, and :' = 1.1 - 1.2, depandhlg On 
effective taxget thickness. Radiative corrections were only 
applied t o  the elastic area, because the axea under an in- 
elastia resonance i~ aetermlned from resonance paramatas 
by Srea n/Z*P.Height and corresaonds thus to intaqration 
to infinity, so that no cut-off energy i s  defined, 2 
X t  can be shown that it i s  justified t o  neglect the 
inalastic corrections for giant resonances if one follms 
T s d * a  mtheod2'  and divides the resonances in energy inter- 
vals w i t h  a w i d t h  QE, e.g., equal to the width of the slaatia 
Xine, an8 treats each interval ss an isolated level  with the 
excitation energy of the middle of the internel. One finds 
that the electron8 which are scattered out of the interval 
through emission of photons are measured b interoalff with 
lower electron energy (higher excitation energv). 
Since khu helastkc raaiatioll tail fulls off  very 
f a s t  and does, in contraat to the elast ic  one, not rise 
again,27 t h e  radiative correctsons which -a neqlectmd 
influence the value of the inteqrahd area measured wxv 
littl. 1<3P). 
Rowever, Che above radiative effects result in an 
overall shift of the whole zesonance kn higher excitation 
enemies. The influence on the relative strength of the 
same resonance Fn different spectra ia even d l e r  than 3 R ,  
hecawre the radiafzive correetionni for #e same resonan- 
axe nearly identical in different apeetra, and do not 
influence, therefore, multipolarfty assiqnments. Quita 
general, it  may be stated that radiatfve correatiena in 
(e,e0) do not pose a fundamental rrroblm, when the m r a l l  
aucuracy of the experiment i s  nok better than 1 o x  2%. 28  
D. Radiation T a i l  
Three vFocasse$ contribute to the radiagon tai* 
of a l y t i c  peak, which is produced try the elqstic alec- 
L .  , 
%.f?fyr meuayd at a lower &Won roe- tqy instead 
I .  .Q - . 
9 $4. 
m s e  F % T S ~ ~  aya LJ! radiation dux 8 ~ a t - i ~  
. > = ,  - q 6 ,  ,If.. , . 
(h9ft:t ?:Tyv:p!#! !84(lf.!y =k rqwp - *  1 1 .  2anN 1 1 1  
D - y r r  y $ p ? S f p  F f o ~  . . qf p 5 c ~  . I tr-$terfv .. 9 !$ 
9 . W  . it of d l  1 .,I E~fEtt ? f ~ ~ s ~ T ~ ~ ]  ! * (31 
-l=--e*c* ,. .  . I I . ,  .& . . twu-1 , . . * l l  yCt:r!frq. w a u  .llyy!)y 
and foaizatian i s  only *rtant cl- to #e eUe*ie peak 
-. . .. . *F. >$.I., .+I,.. " 2  , r  , 
* * Et znry =?:=?!s :$ ?P =?%",F: * 
~~~~~ v%FiwiO? ?T e ~ * ~ ~ ~  ?f s?eP?tLfy * qw 
8ca*tsfhg g** p:p p r g F t  thickpass t i  Uley &Jag '1 1 li 
ation has been vastly ooeremphrized, as lonq a? one 
a- at a final e m r  OX (10-158) (excluding W e $  4epmn*aq?) - 
m a  i s  borne out by Ure essential agreement beamen e~e;$- 
mentn in variaus laporawrias which used quite dL$Zerent 
$a a ve.q conftrainf: bae~qround fig under incluuion 05 a 
calculated radiation tail,'e In czur experience it La more 
the fact that the resonances overlap which poser a problem. 
Nevertheless the radiation tail of the elastic peak m n -  
tributes BOmawhera between 50 and 90% to the to ta l  
cross section and any improvement w u l d  be helpful. 
*viewins the systematic o/ 6a.q pw 
4.n Mpnfarey between a'si amd '% we Coung e y y q e e  $#~f  
it 4s . - the r?q/a$ion +ail proper ( i m * ~ n ~ $  Tq#g$pP)y1 
q19 ;;PI.? a P ~ P l e m ,  raa+a++en P#a:? :e 
e m $ ~ a ~ * ~ *  ; ',?. & . W ~ W ?  . "  r .  @? 4 *yicFti= .. I?*?" jww p$S: 
sfom4 agwr * ~ 9 e % n  of wnltpnt r- bawqu~q ?+ 
c+?P+q*F? f&gk!Hy %53 r?S+pq $7 mqq R+q#!!!psl 
f49 f f 4 ~ 8 8  "9 tws C6 RI@T PW$$ (t ? i -Q  f%s_&; 
Ftp +mi $35 fW3 g. %+st x* '9 ts* 
t? a% m w!3ff* 5% m @+?&I & 
w ?:M~QPI WWP d a r t e / l ~ + l ~  
05 m ma+* w +& FM~FT F:+ t:.?. S ~ W I  a 
TF ~ $ 8  ~ H G W  w t  P%EY aa 9 ?st &IF 
3% 3 $+?1%49?? F49 yg$.gtm aRf;  
q *ffFR *"p =wws3 * * 5qgv+* *+ 9q RQ 
t&wW m* 
tfiPf ~ B F S *  re f *  gf! $?r $m3 
rawti- b i )  4s 
w i t h  rg = 2.82 fm (cXassica& elecf;ron raqiys), pi, pf * i ~ i a - l  
and fis.1 electron m e n t u n ,  x - # q? (q tww -iy 
r.-rad, r2 (t q?) elastic forn'$acto;, and a 
&-tical expression. 3? 
Since this expression has been derived i n  first 
ordm Bern approximation ( o m  photon exchange) if f a  not 
strictly valid for heavy nuclei, but the influence of the 
nucrlear elmetrio potential (multi-photon exchange) em, 
somawhat heuristically, be taken into ac-t by replacing 
p2 4 q2) by F' (+ q2, B )  frM a x p e r h n t . ,  in practice 
calculatmd with phase-shift codes from experimental c , t  
values (only in DWBA ia the cross section ahp ly  a function 
of  q alone, if am2 is no longer small compared to u n i t V ,  
it beoomes a function of tuO af the three variables E, 0 
3L and 9 ) .  
Sometimes Schiff's making  approximationis 
used, which leads to a simple analyt.ieal expression 
Wlrr scat te t ing  f i n a l l y  is qiven by 23 
with hrO2 being M e  cross meetion of a clasnical electron 
and 1 Avogadmas number. 
Honewar, for 90 MeV electxons the peaking approximation only 
gives reasonable results for Ex _s 10 MeV. 
The cros8 sectiun for external Brmsstrnhlung 
't6 
wag taken from Mo and Tsai , X, radiation length. 
Xpl, wks 
6 c  -&ad 
m pb m e  brh approxh&i& , oniy + d i d  
Ifsr e. I ,  d s  fern $actors d r s  promrti&dl Le qQdr 
id tranafkt 4 h e ,  e ,g . , re*. 33 ); . *ila for 
i - $8' ~ ~ m t i ~  no iorrser is mitedie d t a t i o e i y  
fib a' - depe&hh& ~ ' i # i  is q u ~ i l i i & i v e ~ y  nb3&urri. &gWa 
4 durn && ma e ? d b  &eMim. divmsrs by thB ?&lit &wd 
t'h If& -lent io w- 6$4% 
POSU fa&=$ 46 8 irbickhi d$ m c m  Lrdtisb. sine# 
fom h t o f ~  &a w k  s rritim PPndfon d q  IT ri\Poiai, 
CW -3aaona between btdsa Muds d&hn 
f**d-w& & -Pr* (5 0-f 
an&gy, Pig, us& a& a@pxop%fate m t u m  tmnder. %s 
PW- is ~ s m f b S e ,  h e a u ~ a  ~ e s ~ i t a  ~ r &  df 
in -a, we &M' *fiat f- cn&?Wii 6- &* 
calcU&i&u of tho foxm factors w i t h  &i'Per&c en- OF 
b&ka oartical Tina in ii-e 4 indieak* the 
h l a s t i a  momen- trmmfer covered by tbe data u d ,  for 
an axcftaCfon energy of 5 h V .  The metbod employe8 by us 
( S n t m l a t i o n  of the calculated DlOBA ema's section) has 
khe a&vantaqei of not changing tlw meaaured values. Com- 
parinq figure 5 with figure 4 sofie qualitative results are 
i d a e e ~ g  evieme. r-f w a ~ i d n n i i y ~ ~ ~  t h e  ti IW 663 A-$'* 
mv) 2 5  &v t l so  ~ 4 1 ~  mv) resanmea. w i ~ h  W, d e  a**- 
ae d i  &, a d  3$ * ~* a w r  m&tieity.-  %* pli 
mapare tbe e1agkes in units (31, il4, ldd 
eivdy j aith &ie 1, w first t w ~  axe geed amW&#m dOt 
a~ ~3 aaaigmnt ,  while the l ak te  kimfi up bs& wikh nn 
~4 grd;4ketfon; *he aesonaRCt a t  37 h v  is tha met w- 
e~& 80&i&e, Pieeauae it is trf;gtxest in  a r m ~ ~  @ bas 
thmrdora the! 1-st 1PSdlzh. eomparfaoti w % S  m e  1 Ibd#i 
tm an $3 a s n k w t ,  but emtimabe &s& an mm cmafUef- 
6 EM w m d b ~ a  as w e l l .  rPb f h a %  aus- a 
m m  ~ a a a % 4 m a  re in8ic:eate h f im S., tho &wib4- 
&a n d 37 h v  m s ~ n a n r ? ~  wui be d-wd 4rn W E  
1-r 
Otle also sees, khat the ratio of & to E2 peak height 
(equd to the cross section ratfa) does change very l i t t le ,  
in with fi-0 4 .  i f  C& at dhe c o * h c C  q. 
B .  The Giank D i p o l a  Elanonan- an& t h  hclear ZWecftlaAnq 
M&a 
160- khan 30 y- ago ftiqdalsd explain& the awl- 
-%feet WSUSE* o f  BOW  am^ &htn€tr3'' * a ~ n g  * 
&iaanee of a digole oscillakkon of the  *pmtona aqabrt 
the raak of the mcleusm ( the  neutronsl, an 898-0n 
leading ta an average ~ c i t a t i ~ n  enetqy For this m d *  o f  
22 *'li3 g x  MeV, with 5 t h e  eoeff icisnt af the -try 
t- 0 - Z) 2 / ~  in the Bethe-#aisrsbeker w u a  fonmtla. 36 
Several years later, inkpendent  developments Lad to 
the papers of Goldhabe= and tTeller3' (Ex - and 
Stsinwedel and  ense en^* Is, - h- l r3) .  Experfmental evidence 
(see the review article by Berman and ~ u l t z ~ ~ )  has shown, 
in the meantime, that neikher model describes the energy of 
the dipole d e ,  the correct s ing le  A exportentla1 law h k n q  
Eg - d0.23. 
The d f f f f c u l t y  posed by the eristence of  two llwdels 
fox the GDR rests with t h e  fact that they lead .to quite 
different traarritian charge densities,  w h i c h  i n  turn, when 
ueed i n  MPBA calculations, p d u a e  form factors 
P (q,lS) - c (do/dOl-/ (du/~)~~~3y wNch ire dift-ent 
up ta a factor af 2 in heavy nuclei. 
The transition chaxge densittee aasaciated with 
Goldhabar-Teller (GTI and SteinFpedel-Jensen (SJ) RIDdels are 
Photoabsorption measurements are practfeally milel-independent. 
conwuantly they o m  nok decide between different charge 
densities. While there have been many genaralizathrrs of 
the  Goldbabr-Teller madel (a=, e . g . , y-'sla only very 
recentlv a new detailed macmacopic approach t o  the problem 
has been tried by Myers, Swiatecki and ~o-workers~~, who
-lied th% framework of Myers' and SuriateCkf's dxaplet 
11~ode1~~ to t h e  problem of  the giant aipale resonance. fn 
ahart, their approach yielded a m i x t u r e  of both modes, 
with the constant a beinq a function of A, risitpg from 
a p p r a h a t e l y  0.5 for the Xi =reion to 0.8 for 208~b, 
Hyea ,  at a1. *' qive three soluCS~ns to theh model, 
the -st- soLution, t3iR droplet m a r  and the w a t t  
solukion. with the parmeter a bahg 0.60, 0.71, an8 0.44, 
reepaekivaly, for A = 146, 
as* ftam the fundamental impartamce of k b  -re- 
seopfc descripUon oP the giant a p o L e  resonanes, it  has 
a vexy actual bpartanca. There has m m t h  e v i h c e  
xecenkly of the existerne of r giant: mdnogole rescraanae 
at 80 A-'" MeV ia heavy nucld. exactly under the GDR. 
m a  a a i t a t i o n  has becrn brigfaally propon& by 
~ t y ,  et a ~ . ~ ~ ,  the strongest suppoort cming frcm (a ,&)  
scatterins at v e ~  forppaxd angleti." ~ b i s  evidence i s  vexy 
wnvLaaimg, but not Conclusive, m u s e  it is h a d  on the 
asaGtion *t (d ,a * dues not exeika tha iswector GriR 
*swmnce, Che a-~artfcle bdhg a T = 0 pzmtiule. B-10 
the a-partfele P.048 have a charge and, therefore, baeaks 
isospfn Beleetion rule=, and, probably mere fmportantly, 
tbe nugleiPrhel3% this aude hits keen in~e8tigutad by (a,@), 
'08pb and 1 4 4 ~ ,  have a large neutroh excess, giv~srg rise' 
trr fsasrpfn imou~it9es i n  a-scattering af t h e  order I W  - 8 )  /A. 
Ln addition, isospin fmpurfties in the  QDk have even been 
f o ~  W L ~  captvre reactions in  girt: self-oanjwatcr4'e 46 .(7 
n w l e i  and in nuelel wikh -11 neutMn e ~ c e a s ~ ~ ' ~ *  up to 
A = 52. Onfort-tely, in heavier nuclei captuxe reactiom 
cnnnot be u%iM h fnv&sttiwe the  GDR, Because OE the r id*  
opil2ian ~ d k s l b  f# mfrrly a queistfolt d anmgb 
w m ~ a x  mwtb tc arerrsa~y a* a m  m c l e  
OZ * e m  In ofda& to pin the w-1 
fb& #-. aaat te,tt*l e m b a t s ,  f n c k d h g  our mn, 
haw It& 6&ke#M t* g&l.  
Ssispfce W&ma uncertainties, tAe &st- of a 
-la Iremnmma at 80 d1I3 l%V h a m  barn bV 
(a,**) -&manta at high primary ens- aAd fornard anglas, 
~plfw ~ ~ m l a  anpmiaiof149, the teau~t  ~ h g  that 1008 of 
the -1s s m  rule am t4Xh6~8ted i f  one uses th6 GT e e l  
far tha GUR but finding only 108 whem rising tk& SJ model. 
~t might ba n o t a ,  that these results a m  'in mtrast to 
e a i i f e  @riuation of the aadae data u a h g  a liRa shagm tie 
by t h  auMm6 S I ; M I ~  remit!P - 
a* & iH*, 
k*u em Mtipole expansfon' i n a d h e w  a de 
d*i WM* em wd* ; 9 4 & & b ~  m &x*td, id f~ M 
pksF61'Y to a daeissoh be'-& m a  M e b  &&if 
ma-. W T w  &imary e l c f W  6c&bYtrig H- 
nim~i' id tiO 78 M*Vjr O. tM MMI t&d, * uHWtd 
to -lor* M a  p r h ,  ~ m m &  fi d €a M, th& 
n - 8 9 ~  -tent trmmi., s a & d  m ~ f a  (ti 2 Ir#j 
terfng h i r  fo be us-. h pzob~craa h L .  idm 
wt* * a d a t i o n  (nettation > f i ~  faif* itst 
di d6 mehafa iq ie9  (twk it at df &t *w 
f u  rpHq1as fs dm Eo ab&W@l c d ~ ~ m i  Bf W 
~m*~' '  aan ~k ir1e-h - in f e e , 3 ' * * ~ H  
sn unphysfcal upwing -6 at b&ckoP$rd Wfpld. A wp 
d this in to mglect x&adaticm texcitdtkm anem * 0 ) .  
and to take t6e fo- fa- at €he ear- fnda*lc -tM 
traacifeir 
eM - (+ r E$ - o o ~ ~ / ~ b  
instead. 34, s!i 
m additiut, to add one more layer of aabfgdty, 
there are transmtr- contrfbuths to  the erose metion in 
the QDP. regions. T h i s  is evl&t w b n  one uses DRljlr calcu- 
lotioag w i t h o u t  retardation as described befora, tmeauae E 
large cross section remains at backward angles i n  exrreas of 
the B-value, exwcted from fornard angle -te,e9) a t  t h e  same 
laomenttrm transfer, and from (v  ,n) . Assinuption of a traasverse 
elerrtrie spin f l i p  E1 i s  compatible w i t h  the but 
the experi*ental evidence i s  not conclusive, or there might 
be an H2 (ref.2) ur a3 (ref, 21) resonanre in tha GDR zeqion. 
Sinca both effects (failure of WBh at large angles, *ran%- 
verse contributians) go in the same directim the problm 
haa apparentlv not been reeoqnfzed in recent 1w energy 
rlaetron scattering exper-nts. 21 * The coneluai~a drawn, 
caslaly the model independence of El excitation a t  momentum 
transfers q c 0.7 fm- I ,  does not stand urn to ~cmkfny. 
Although GT and SY IpodeJ, in the ease qiven, 21,Fi do 
ghe appmxhatelp the same- B-value, the standard deviation 
of the S J  &ode1 f i t  is much Iarqer than khat due to th GT 
model, that wmns, +he SJ -1 b s  not descrW the data 
Ig order to mnvince ourselves that there i s  a real 
pmblsm w i t h  the ~ B A  foaadlim in i t s  pxsmmt fom,53 * 55 
and not 8 problem of suitable choice of  integratim para- 
meters, w ham done extensive El ealeurarims w i t h  the 
prwram af -, et al., rohtch to our knmtldga is the basis 
for mart E ~ c u ~ ~ ~ o ~ I B  performed in various 1aboratoriee5~t~~. 
T h  stand- t e a t  for (e,eq ) OWBA ia to colapare the WWA 
results for Z 0 with PIPBA, because the latter can be 
solved in closed fom. mth should be identical. The sub- 
on primary energy, n&r of partial waves, a*.. gave 
for 65 H&V agreemat only up to approxhte ly  140'. S i n w  
series of  ~phe~iCEi1  harmonica have poles at the origin, we 
u a ~  a reduction met- o f  ~av-1, et a1.58 ta improve 
upon the convergence. The program,which has one reductfan 
built-in. was ehangd to all.- for multiple reductions. 
Using more reductions made the canverganee a t  forward angles 
wrse, which is understandable becauma more polea are re- 
m m d  a t  t h e  orlgia  thaa e ~ i a t ~ ~ ,  but it imtwed the beck- 
ward wnvetgenue for ?A = 0 Ilramatieally. HLth four redue- 
tions DWEil ( 2  = 0 )  and PWBA agreed to better 1/21 up k~ LBOn, 
but only when the radial Fntegratian was extad& to greater 
than 500 f ~ ,  i n s t a d  of  SO to 100 f m  which axe sufficient 
for higher multipalaritles. Bowever, this w r k  tttrned out 
to be nearly for naught beeause WRh IB f 0)  atill diverged 
at backwed angles, 0 > 15D0, the divergence becoming more 
pronounced w i t h  lowex p r w  energy, that is, w i t h  a rising 
eXni ratto. 
As a reference eroati section fox testing the diver- 
qence, w e  have used WPaA (2  + 0 )  calculations with Ex = 0 
(no retardat ion) ,  Since for multiwlarfties greater one, 
as already Bescxibed above, form factors for the same primary 
enem agree within 38 ae a function of (inelarrticS momenta 
transfer, indewndent of  the aatua2 energy of the outgoinq 
electron used in the calculation, one may assvme the same 
to be true f a x  El, 59 
routine w h i c h  selects the integration parametera depending 
Xn the attemat tc r  solve t h e  problem o f  the EI foxm 
factor we have only used maaawmants with 80 j I) j 185 
tm amiang the whole c m l e x  of t r a n s w e  contributPmr. 
dcu la tkona  shaw (figure 6) that in axder to be a l e  
ta dif terntiate between GT, SJ and FIS mfao8e1 for 140Cm, au 
accuxacp o f  25% or bethr for th% ainale masurmmnt La 
neceasarv. To BiffeTfmtiate biztwmea the various solutions 
of Myers, et al., o m  nee& an aceuxacy of bettar than 101. 
Wmfle tha la* is difficult to achieve in sensral, it is 
possFble for the $1 in the ease of L40~e.  Pot once, tha 
Line of the GDR i a  known f- (y,a)5? a d  sm-ly, the 
already deserfbd ~epar~tlon of 81 and E2 rmsonaaae in I - 82 
nuclei is *rut. Tha essential el-t, a v e r ,  ia 
the f f t  w e x  a very w i d e  YMge of exeritakion energy, W c h  
puts a a- c m a k a h t  on W fredm in the backgmwd 
fitting. Xn addition, our finding that rsdiatlon t A U  cal- 
eulstionn are 4 up to 20-25 m~ agrees with Saalata, 
et 61.~'~ who ussd e r e  primary energies for " ~ e .  
Saa- and ' ~ r i z u k a ~ '  even claim 80 HaV as limit for 2aB~b,  
whichmight be possible, because of thair web highax 
p r h x y  energy (see remark in Saction 1II.D. . Sin- the 
GUR i n  140~a i s  well h e l m  20 MeV, the cross saction t-ad 
out to be little background sanuitLve, mueh lase so than for 
the r%Bonances below 10 MnV, where tha accuracy in O W  
installation i s  -red by the q b a t  peak, a a  the onee 
abwe 20 MeV, due to their large width. . 
We have employad a f i t t ing  prcleeduxe deseribad 
tecentlv1' to the  {y,n) data5' mr I4'ce resulttng in 
Ey - 14.95 + 0.05, P * 4.20 2 0.05 a n 8 v  = 384 mb. 'Ehe 
diffarenm in crass section to the values given ~aanaa~' 
t e  mainly d w  to the f n ~ l u s f o n  of the iaweetw at 
25 MeV. The BPfference in excitation enerqy is due to tRa 
fact that we have f i t t e d  the El strength function rttther 
than ths IY ,a) cross se&ion17. Mir result for the ty #n) 
2 
or088 section corresponds to an BIE2, q - k) * 4 1  Prp or 
BOX, q = 0) - 43 fip2, the la t ter  quantity to uued in 
eleekron scat-ing. 
Uevertheless we have fittea the GDR parameters im 
tha (a ,e ' )  speetra, @spite the knowledge about tbe 1- 
shage [Q, r) from ty,n). The results are q = 15.3 2 0.1, 
and F - 4.4 2 0.2. The maitation enerqy i s  higher than 
the (y,n) a m q y  antside tha error. A s U a r  s h i f t  has 
h e n  re- earlhr for N - 82 S i n c e  due: 
to our unified approach of fitting the strenqth distribution 
rather than the cross section in ( a r e ' )  and {yen) data, 
the explanation given in ref. 2 for an men larger shift: now 
no longar applies for the sh i f t  fauna. 
We blfeve that the remaining difference in ercita- 
tFaa energy i s  due Co the ahif t produced by the radiation 
tail, de~crihed i n  Section IXl.C., but th is  assumption could 
o n h  be orwen by applying Tsai's unfolding pracedure26, 
wMoh wm have not dona, beeause this would add one more layer 
of &ata manipulation without improvinq the accuracy in 
cxase eection determination. 
Fig- 6 shows the final result for the xaeoaant 
cross section found at 15.3 MeV. We must emphasize that 
the -8 shomr ('3, 83, HS) are nbt f i t t ed  to the data. 
They were normalined to B(EX, q = 0 )  = 43  fm2 from the 
(y ,n) dataSg, There f s a small inconsistency in our pro- 
cedure insofar as we have measured on a target, wU1e 
the (y ,n) data were taken on enriched isotopeit, but the 
l12ce resonance a m  sa eloae to l4Om, that 
the ehsnge f s negligible for our purposes. 
In order to investigate the three mlutione of  t h e  
HS d e l ,  we bave f i t  the model parameter n t o  our data, 
nhile keeping t h e  B-value to 4 3  ftnZ, resulting in 
a 0.74 2 0.04, thus corresponding to the Broplatt mode4'. 
While at first glance w r  result ~a-B to  rnle out a -no- 
pale under the giant dipole resonance, more diecussion i s  
needed. 
Figure 6 clearly rules 6ut the !3J atoaef, however, 
because it is hiqiiar than the experimental pointa bv nearlv 
a factor of  two. But because the GT form factar is lower 
than the Qata, the  diffexeace between GT And M3 IlrOdels could 
be due t o  a resonance of different multipolarity. Ffguxe 7 
shows, therefore. the difference between the exparimntal 
points and the GT curve of figure 6. The difference is 
n i c e l y  described by an E2 or EO form factor. If one chooses 
the latter, (45 f 151% of the EWSR (10, AT - 1) would be 
exhausted, ln near agreement w i t h l C 4 ,  uhich gives (100 + 203 1, 
but reports a e l  dependence of a factor of two. FOX 
the -wle calculations the madel by gchucan 63 
waa used, which is iaentfeal w i t h  one of tPro uaed by 
~ n t c h l e r ' ~  and Youngbld, et a1.44, a c e p t  for the aiff- 
ence bebraen charge and nuclear matter rrscillation in te,ev) 
and (a,aal, respectively. The DWBA e H e  used by us i s  a 
veraion of that of m, et alaS2 written bv ~taum-~~. % 
have alao tried the second model of lakchlerS3r Wferences  
b e m e n  the two are below 10% in the momentum transfer region 
covered by our experiment, qrrits in contrMt to ref. 44.  
Table 2 shows the paxamters for monopole resrmzmces 
reported in ia - 82 nuclei. I n  contrast to the El results,  
shoPrn for " O C ~  and in table 3, there is a w i h  vari- 
ation in strength and excitation energy. Bapeeially far tha 
eXcitaUon energy, not &l-dependent like the s t r w t h ,  
the difference 18 dfffiault to explain for a giant resonance. 
which is expected to change slowly with A. 
There are two axgumentE against the intmpxetation 
that tha differen- between experiment an8 GT model a h q n  
in figure 7 i a  due t o  a monopole or quadrugOla excitatim. 
I. Since t h e  claimed monopole has .a width of 2.5 - 3.0 MeV 
14 hetaw can be aeen f- the difference 
between experiment and GT curve, amwarad to the value of 
the GT curve itself in figure 6, that i t  wmld have a peak 
h u h t :  great- the 31 at q = 0.52 and q = 0.61, fm"'. 
lteparent wiath of the composite l i n e  (El + EO) then 
a m d  be notiaeably melfer in our tits than the width 
known [y,n). It we m k e  the wnaemative m s t h t a  
*t the peek b i g h t s  axe Bqualr PlEO + El) 3.5 - 3.7 MeV 
to fit = (4.4 _+ 0.21 MeV. IlQYBver, dm to the 
p r o b l m  encountered w i t h  the choioa of backqxomd in hadron 
scakteriaa, we -d not put tO much e88,hauie on thfe qll- 
aant. 2. Hore wnvinaing, themfor%, i s  tha inU6pmrIaent 
eonfimation of tba n8 model through the single m r  A-law 
fog the @Dl?. The *I model repmduc~a Ex - A - O * ~ '  I kV  fmoWn 
frm e%parmt and conswquankly rulea out a llodar 
mmbfguausly. U w  of the l4S mDdel instead of tb. GP d m 1  
in other (e ,egf  - r m t s  which tinil w w l e  #traagth at 
6 1  HeV will  elimiaata awse or all of  the It0 rkrmgth 
within the errors given. 
ha outlined ea*liet in th iu  strbiwetion, f8ospin i s  
not r m c m ~ q l c r  e a n a e m  Fa a (and d) scattaring ftom 
(lo - % b O  m l e P  and ra-r large iao8pki W t f e n  ham 
bemi b n d  in the GDlt in swh nuclei aEnessible, to  capture 
reactions, w h i c h  mnt ly  do not have a large nwta'am i=cera. 
POI example, the (e,al data o f  ~ o l m ~ ~  and 
tht 36~ta,y , )  ' O C ~  data M watsan, et a1.47, wit), BO 
data of -1, et  al.", a vew clone w t  o i  w ~ t h  
and position of  the El GR w i t h  the proposed -pale i a  
found (Ex = 20 MeV, T 5 4 MeV). If we w & d  amly tho 
M c k g d  procedure of h a h n i c  scattering, and 04 ief.6C 
(matching of a linear background to thn data at tha -y 
where the spectra ahart: to be flak) to our daka, an 
appaxant w i d t h  of the 15.3 MeV resonance of 2.5 - 3.0 
h v  rrould result. The position of the monogo1a claimid 
in 1°ca gives men mare reason to belleve that tlte Elt a- 
not tha monopole, is neen in (,,,* ) 48 and td,dl ) 43 seatterhtg, 
becauaa it* wtcitation m a m r g y  (68 &-V3 MeV) scalma exactly 
w i t h  Che QDR, d m  f- 81 hml" WV i n  208~h. Pram the 
very coartant dependence (fig. 1) of the iromcalar E2 
o m  Ploutd not -ct such a Itronq variation for the i s *  
*calm d i a .  
on t tm other ha&, the excitation leechani- for ro 
and El excitation h we11 understood for (e,et) and 1005: 
EWSR (fO, AT = 0) , a8 pmposeii, would be visible. \Fe think, 
thermfore. t h a t  lxlora work i a  ne&%d at the ntiderttnudlng of 
tiw m i t a t i o n  Ilwchanfum of T - 0 hadronic patticlea bayoad 
th. v b  that they jus t  do n o t  excite the AT = 1 GVR. 
Sinca we did not measure baclrobrd anglen, w$ c m o t  
ewpcrimentaily eontribute to tha solution of  the question, 
whether Cha 'excessr streagth of tlm GDR at backward angles 
are due to electtie El spin-flip6' or M2 or 113 contributionis 2,Sl 
Rowevss, we can rule out that thay are due to anything but 
C. puadrupole Ewcitations and the Total Photon C r o s s  
section 
T ~ E  giant is~sealar quadrupole resonance in nuclei 
[GQR, AT = 0) is probably the h a t  investigated of the  'new' 
(how lonq h a w  they been there?) reapnances. It cotresponds 
to a jump bekween single particle orbits whieh have quantum 
&or$ different by 2 .  Xn contrast to the case of the GDB, 
the hydrodynamic d e l e  c m l o t e l v  f a i l  to pm8ict m e  
mDae of excitation. The flood of infgmation produad in 
merit years, following the  iffst d t s c m r p  of tfie 
E2 (411 = 01 have, ~n contrast, shows that ths id*= 
of mhr and Muttelson concrlaing the interplay -tween single 
particle and collective caherant motion i n  the nucleus and 
emcia l ly  including the role of isospin, -re correct. 11 
The scatterfngof strongly interacting' Barticlea, ampaeially 
alphaa13 have played an eslantial role in the systematic 
investigation of the i6oscalar giant quadrupole resonunee, 
but the potential structural richness of the giant rssonaaca 
-ion has,up to now,mainly been fully open to sleatra exci- 
tation, because iaovectar excitations arc auppreased in 
Wron scattering-l8 Capture reactions, while one of the 
m e t  versatile tools in light are barnpared by 
the rf sinq Coulomb thresh018 in heavp ones. 
In general,q& agrement has been found far the sum 
rule strength extracted fm (rr,u') and ( e,e9) ,  e.g., 
(92 2 251% (ref. 13) vs (92 2 l@ (ref. 691 in the case o f  
208~b. Or (54 151% [ref. 13) vs (56  2 6 ) t  (ref. 16) the 
came of  and 8 9 ~ .  There has hen some contromrsv 
concsinning position and wi%th in N - 82 nuc~si'~'~~, but 
this diserepan~y has been resolved with a-scatterfag of 
higher en-, whfch showed a aatellite at 80 A~~~~ 4 # e ~ , ~ ~  
interpreted a8 EO (see dtscus~fan fa the previoua aubaection, 
but also ref. 71). A closer 1wK into N - 82 nuclei ahowa 
some hconsiatancies, which o a r  veN systematically, 
although they are not  in all cases outside the range- of over- 
lappinq mrrars. M find them diserepaaeiaa one has to 
look into the  method of  evaluation. The (e,cao) spectra 
hava m s U y  been d u a t e d  w i t h  a line shape f i t  uning either 
torenkg lines for  the cross section {e.g., mf. 2, 62, 7 2 ) ,  
or Breit-Wigner curveti for the B-valne distribution (~trength 
function),'' and it has been ah- that the kwa apvroachea 
are nearly equivalent to each other, at least they do not  
change the resultfnq areas under the strong resonances 
noticeably." In contrast, (a,crq) data could not be de*crLtmd 
13 
as well by a Lorentz curve as by a Gaussian . Positions 
and width  f m m  a direct evaluation of the data (-8-energy, 
rms-widtb) agreed within 100-200 keV w i t h  width and centroid 
gosition from Gauss or Lorentz fltl, but the Lorants f i t s  
resulted i n  20 - 30% incream in peak yiel8, becaUBe more 
strength i s  under tha tails, which do not fall o f f  as rapidly 
aa for the Gaussian. 13 
Since  the areas under a Lorantz and a Gauss curve of 
equal w i d t h  and height axe different by s factor of ln2,I7 
the (%,st) results should be 4 4 1  larqer, everytug  else 
equal (that the effective yield qoinq from Gauss to Lorentz 
ou-s changes only 24 - 308 a9 reported in ref, 13 and 
not 44%, Is und-standable* because line shape P i t *  
have a tenaancy to consme the area). In  fact, &!I tabla 
4 mhun, just me o p p s i ~  =curs, namely the tct*a' ) data 
ara s y s ~ t i e a l l y  higher, even the introduction of tlm 
80 MeV resormnae in the analysis raduces the stt41 rple 
stre~gth only frm 91* to IS% [ref. 13 vs 44 for in 
table 4 ) .  The last oalw in C u b l e  4, fm the crrrreak 
mgaeurmmt, &*E i n c l u s h  of 93# spectra of ref. 2 
L. mrksdly Ian. Ula. th. old zmalv*i. for  '4%. or m y  
of the other low energy (e,e') xeaults 29,62,70,, althowh 
it agree= w i t h i n  errors with t h ~  bthiers (mwt 1'~ 
(=f,?g,TO) Whkb i s  raa*ginally outside the errolea}. Pfguce 
0 d m m  why. Tha lower measuranentm span too mall 
a -tw tranefex region a t  fdrward angle= to ba abEe 
to recognize the systematic behavior of tile am- sections, 
uawly a deviatfon f x m  t h  Golmaber-Tell- (C1T) &el. 
If one, flBt considering the standard deviation o f  the expoxi- 
mental poiate frm the curve, doem a f i t  of the 'strfet' 
( c d c  = 1.0, noVnmelature of ref. 73) QT madel to  the data, 
a etra~gth  of 65% E!Wg results. nut obviously, the data do 
not f a l l  on t h i s  curve. The solutsm to this diwrepancy 
is aebiqWus. Either the model faila, ar another tor 
metal )  w d e x l y i n g  higher multlpolarlties (fig~rs 4) con- 
tribute. Figure 8 ahmw the solution to the first: possibility, 
namely a fit of th% model pat-ter ct,/c to t h  data, which 
2 
raducea the B-Value frcm 2500 fm to 2008 fm2. SFnee it h a m  
been shown, both with mfcroscopic c a l c ~ l a t i o n ? ~  and with 
inore fu-amental conufd~at ion ,  litT5 that an EEP state 
wMcb a r i e a  a mjor fraction o f  the sum rule a b u l d  
follow the hyarotlpamical abode1 cloaely, prafek thc 
altexpativa wcplamtion. Figure 9 thue ahowil the differeace 
beman the experimental points and the GT modal of figure 
8 ,  'charly fa~crring an E3 assignment for the aes- u n d ~ -  
Lyiag crosa section. Despite this ambiguity in inter- 
pretation the B&2) would be reduced in either oase to 
sppro-hly 2000 a*. But an E4 c-Ot be ~ u l e d  out, 
especially if one tealises that tha rasult is doubly Proael 
dependeat, instofar aa the wexpariqmntal pointsw, too, &.paha 
on tha calculations used in figtam 0. 
T a b l a  5 a h a  the $2 strength up to 12 MeV frm 
(a,el); a total of 67 to 77% of AP8R i e  axhaustd aepenug 
2 on whether or not 10 MeV state i e  counted. Since the 
latter coineidrs w i t h  the 53 A - ~ ~  b¶aV state in 208~b4, which 
may or may not ba paxi of the monopole GR, 69e 76 we w i l l  came 
back t o  Ulat p i n t  in a separate awtion later. 
Thore i e  a corresmdinq numbex of laicroacopia aal- 
culationa to the experkmental attention the iaoacalar E2 
[and isovector) nroda ha8 had in recent years. Historically 
the first such calculation has been publishad by ~amerdzhiev~'*~~ 
followed by R i n g  and speth7' and ~ertsch~'. W a  would l i k e  
to point. out that ref. 77, behq submittad at the aama time 
as ref. 3, i 8  the only microscopic calculation which truely 
predio- very accurately both isoeerlar and iaovector E2 
Fn 208~b and 120~n. The most d e t a i l d  results have h e n  
published by Liu and B-. '' Though they do not treat 
"'& explicitly, their results show a regularity con- 
cerning A-depenknce and w e  have interpolated their '&= 
and 208~b calculations (table 6 )  to compare w i t h  our data. 
Al thugh i t  would be easily possible w i t h  our DWBA code to 
us* the microscopic transition d e n s i t i t e l  from one author 
or the other, we have abstained from doing so, not only for 
the reaaon already given abave, but also ka preserve com- 
p a t i b i l i t y  between different lahtatories. Fransition 
denai t i se  fxclm maeroacopic models ara easily available and 
cmp&rablct, micxoscopie ones are not.) The (a,at) data 
&ow coavitl~ingly, that the Qoldhahar-Teller -1 Uescrlbs 
the isosealar E2 and E3 data over many W i m a  and minima, 
even though there i s  an inherent difficulty extract the 
electromagnetic strength uaambiguously f r a m  strong intar- 
acting particle wattmring . 82 
In contrast to the  ieosealar EZ i s  not arlpectd from 
the isovec$or made to simply follow a surface oscillatiodl. 
The Goldhabr-Teller an8 Steimedel-sensen e l  has h e n  
applied separately to the lsovector mode in 'Ogpb by Saaao 
and Torixuka within their multiple expansion. The a m  
argument as Par the dipole mode is valid; sface the multi- 
pole expansion intraducesamdel already for the extraction 
of the CrO8a sections, a model dependence can not be fnvesti- 
gated. Our lina shape f i t  a b s  a reannance at 25 2 1 MeV 
w i t h  a width of  6.5 2 1 M e V  (-1. As Fn the c a m  of the 
isoscalar resonance we find a deviation between aruss sections 
and DWBA GT calculations. Figure 10 shows, ammg transitions 
t o  othes resonances, which will be discussed later, that 
the ~trict GT mael does not  descrfi~ the 25 MeV data, bur 
itlso,that an E3 faxm factor daes even worse. Although there 
has not y e t  been a quantitative extension of the work by 
Myers, et al- for daaaipt ion  of the E2 mdle, we have f i t t e d  
a parameter all321 in analogy to the El resonance I1 
w i t h  u (B2) - 1.0 2 0.2 dete-ned experhentally. 
Table W shows that the 'Myers-Swiateeki* mdel raduceu the 
standard deviation ampared to the QP model. 
Figure 31 ahows the alternative interpretation: 
analogous to figuxe 9 the difference between experimental 
points and GT model is plotted as a function of momentum trane- 
fez an8 campared to DHBA fofm factors. Either E3 (-20% EMSR) 
or E l  (-608 EWSR) strength, or both, may Be hidden undez 
the 25 MeV resonance. Table 6 shows that both multipolarities 
would be c q a t i b l e  w i t h  the microscopic As 
in the cam of the isoacalar E2 both interpretattons result 
in a loorer B(E2)  value, 50% EVPSR (AT = 1). compared to 80# 
for the s t r i c t  GT &el. It is clear from the foregoins 
that in this case we favor the BS model interpretation over 
the interpretation of underlying other multfpolarities, but 
clearly a more thorough investkgation in terms of the droplet 
m&l, as dane in  ref. 4 1  for the El, i s  needed. 
T h i s  l e a V e s  us with  Ehr overall rewlt that only 
agpgafwatsly 505 of iaoscalar an8 imveetw strsnqth e m  
ean-wated in form of  a c o b n t  resonant stake o f  12  
and 25 MeV, xespeetively. The question of where lairping 
~2 atrenptb might be ia of great fmportance. It emla be 
aithmr afspersed intu a non-resonant background, or it could 
be pusbed up to higher bxcitatfon edergies t m g h  short 
rsnpe cor~alations~~'~ as already meutiond. ff w as- 
tha latter, m in,tezqsting possibility apema up. Eutrigued 
by tb tatel y-*sorption Irtqasu-t ~f Nq* 
a g  -1 wxoentage of EB strength. found fn a cmcwoent 
m m a w t  WI '%i t ~ .  M) we h v a  4 m ~ a t 6 s  fez 
+ha amwt of *kQn fismp -tion =hi& e w l d  3.m w 
B2 abseq- at high excitation energy. 
Tha tota l  @leton absormion awommmant883 fm tbar 
tt*o t b s  the elaasical ~1 sum rule &I)*Wg/A mv + (~holaaa- 
~eiche-~uhns~) -a w ~ u a t d  up to tiw piqn * a ~ l d .  wa 
diaentanglinq into 4iffmmftt nntltiwhritiss ha# yet baan 
ponsible biw, e.g., Edftors -te in rd. 86, P a n  VI). 
lPhila our measuremnfB4 in 2 8 ~ i  dwe not dinan-la mlti- 
poWritias abaw 50 MeV either, it is aevsxthelaar 
n n t k  to calculate how much of the E2 stzenth missing 
below 50 MeV would contribute i f  it i s  locatad higher i n  
&tation enerqy. It was found that nearly all khe exaaaa 
f-cross section in excess of the ~ell-Hann - C;ol-gar- 
Thirrinp arm ruleB7 (G[;T = 1.4 times the dlastnaiaal EL 
sum W e )  u e r  certain conditions might be due to E2 
abwption. 
S h o e  the y-cross section and the reduced transition 
probabiliCy B(B3, k) are connected bv17 
( k photon olwpentrm transfer, E,/ k c) , i t  l a  evi-t that 
tbe aatual ~ontr ihutbn  depends on the axeitation eqerqy. 
EffectWely the  depend.^. does not scale with eS3 dua to 
the effect of  the enekgg weighted a m  d a  amd the fact that 
k is no longer -11. Sfnee 
m 2 
C+4ch truldwe into khe faqlliu (2% t [ fUk) 7'" dr 
0 
%or k 4 a I ,  BCgX ,k) falls of 4 w i U I  $;68inq 8beitatimn mqbrgy. 
F Q ~  mi*, B(EZ, k = 0.25) = 0.8 3(&2,0). Tabla 7 8-8 
for 14'ce - examples of pnsaible conttibutionm of L2 
uttength to the photon cross section in u n i t e  of thei -18- 
Reicke-Xuh sum rule under the adsumptiotllr sp8eified i n  the 
caption. 
A recant monochr-tie (y ,a) meaenraaen#8 which 
extend& an -lie= om5' tm 5 - 100 MY, formc~ f a  ""%e 
the total cross nection up to that arnexgy to  be 1.7-TRK, 
The cross ~ ~ € ~ ~ t f o n  in excess of a Lorenta l ine  extraplation 
of the GDR at 15 MeV rises to agproximat%Ly 8 rab at 55 UeV 
a a  stays relativelv constant out to 100 W V . ~ ~  Tabla 7 
shotrs that (1) the laovector E2 strength ak 25 MeV 150% 
$fQSR) already contributes 0.05 TRX to the total photon am 
a d  (2) that the missing isoscalar (30% EWSR) an8 ieovector 
(50% mSR) E2 strenqth easily can contribute anathex 40 - 50% 
of the TRK sum rule between SO and LOO MeV (see caption to  
table 7 ) .  That means that in l C O ~ a  s well as ia 2e~i 
all of the cross section in excess of the GGT sum rule 
could be (but does not neuesaarily have to be) of E2 nature. 
Since nothing in the derivation of the GGT sum rule limits 
the eonkrihting multipolaritfes to El, the fundamentally 
fmeortant discrepanay betmen experiment and GG!T s m  rule 
a t i l l  But  we t h i n k  the elrtual nature and nuclear 
origin of the cross section up to the pion thredmld marits 
more fnvestigations. Perhaps future (e,el ) c o h c i k e  
e*periinente will shed some light on this question. 
D. Octupole a d  Xsovector Monopole Itrengtb 
In contrast to t h e  quadruple strength expected 
frm the ~ o h r  and mttelaon aslf-consistent shell  mode^'*^'^^, 
the octtlpole ~trength has h e n  Mre elusive, T h i s  is UIla8r- 
standable for mce, because (table I) there are tbm main shall 
t s n n ~ i t i c m s  allowed by spin and parity, namely 1 bi and 
3 b. Although many E3 states at -30 *-'I3 MeV have been 
known frm electron scatt-ing in the A = SO mass reqion 
s h e  many years (see table 27 in ref. 401, a syetmatic 
investigation has only recently been undert&ea by Mom, 
et el. w i t h  (r,,am)90. Although these statas are below partiole 
threshold, they are generally regarded as'-longing to the 
giant resonance region and were called Iow energy octupole 
raaonanae (L8OR). The main feature of these high Lying 
bwad oetugole statels), HEBOS , as evolved from tim (u,u*) 
experiments i n  nuclei between and 15'Snt, i s  4 conem- 
tration of many 193 levels in a relaeLvely nam&r range 
(F-2 - 3 MeV), exhausting approximately 202 of the  isoaealar 
EHSR in spherical nuclei ,  but much less in the defonnsd 
15'h. The essential conclusions of mss, at have 
h e n  verified for a wider ranqe of nuclei in a more extendad 
s-ey by the s a m e  group, 'covering 18 nuo~ei bet- 
anU 208~b, uitb a notable weak atrength in the double closed 
shell nucleus 4 0 ~ a  nd a total absence in 208~b. Table 8 
shows a camparison betwean nuclei for which result~l are 
available f r o m  bath alpha and electron eeattering. While 
-re i s  m m e  agreement for 3 nuclei, the a result for '08pb 
is in dimagreement with Ziegler and ~eterecm,'~ w h a  find 
6% o f  the a m  rule i n  one level at 5.6  m V  and perhapa 
88 mre in another one at 5-25 MeV. 
fn I4'ce we were able to fit the EllZBOS envelope w i t h  
* Brait-Wigner shape of  width r = 1.7 0.2 MeV at Ex = 6 MeV 
(31 A - ~ ' ~  m V )  and a etrength of  1 9  f 6 m R ,  whiob agrees 
with the (=,a') date for 14%d (s, table 9 ) .  The topoa t  
part of figure 1 2  shows t h i s  atate to  clearly follow an $3 
fosla factor and table 6 show8 that our result agrees alsa 
very w e l l  with the RPA calculatLwa of ~iuard~t- . '~  Praa 
tabla L we learn finally that koqether with the B3 state 
at 2.46 MeV (12 -4 2 #  EWSR, ref. 2) all khe stxength a w c t e d  
fran the aehematic mdel for the 1 h E3 transition (iaoscalar) 
The mituation in mre difficult for the higher E3 
exsftations. The fsOV€iCtOt 1 h E3 118 expected to exhaust 
only a minor fraction of the sum rule (table 1) an8 can, 
therefore, probably not be distinguished in shape f ran  the 
82 remaneta at 12 M V .  But this r a t e  may be partially 
rmspondble for the deviation of  the meemred 12 MeV cross 
section from the E2 form factor (figure 8 and 9). 
The iwinaalar E3 state is pradicted ta occur at 
-105 - 115 dl'? MeV [table 1, tabla 8 ) .  Pigwe f m, 
that itdwa a r%aomnes occurs i n  tNa  emsqy rqion. It 
is aqao a p p ~ q t  from figure 1, that this W e  w i l z  bm 
difficult to  manure because i t  i s  bracketed between the 
mwh stronger El at 15 MeV nnU M e  i s m e t o r  I32 at 25 MeV. 
In mthn, its a t r e  may be fragmented, as inaicated 
by tha FPA calcuUtionn [table 6)  and kha behavior of the 
resbnance ak 25 MeV dimussr& in Saction IP.C. Similar 
con clue ion^ ahout the fragmentation have been drawn earlier 
for k b  dosed s h e l l  nualeus "Y (ref. 16.6). D e s p i t e  t b s e  
d i f f i d t i e *  fiqurea 3 and 5 ahow Wmt clearly that cross 
section at 22 HaV hcames stronger with rising mmmnttm 
transfer nnd i a  best Bgaeribed by an E3 form factur (figure 
10). f t  has a width o f  5 + 1 MeV and exhau~ks [only) 19% 
of the m~ whereas the achematic mtoael lu  p r d i c t s  72% 
and RPll calculationa8l 39%. But if we interpret t h  dif  ferenoe 
M m n  eltperlnwt and GT form factor for 'the 25 MeV 
reMItlanae as E3, additional 201 strength ara loeatmd in 
this region (table 6). 
  he only  nucleus whets a l l  the expected strength 
has bean obacrrved so far i s  208~b [ref. 4)  where 90 2 42# 
EWSR has been remrked. In '"Au, within the amae experhat' ,  
only 45 f 218 uere obserpea. Thia chanqe i n  arm rule 
exhaustion does not necessarily mean t h a t  the strength i e  
not there at all, it may just be differemutly diatrlbutad. 
The apparent greater dependence of  the E3 strength an the 
( ahe l l  model) conf igur,ation of the nucleus gives hope Chat 
ona will h able to lean! m o r e  about nuclea* structura f r a  
the wtupole residual intermtion than has been possible to 
date from the gwdrupo1e. The very regular appearanme of  
the latter does not  reveal tmmuch about the sttucture of 
the nucleua in which it  occurs. This hope i s  especially 
j u s t i f i e d  for the mBOS,shce these states occur in tha 
bound region of the excitation response. 
The last meanber of the E3 eonkinurn state family, 
the 3 h  fsovector state is even more diFf icult to accurately 
detemine. Xt is high in the continuum, fee.,  it baa preaum- 
ably a large spreadfag wfdth ,  and relatively emall B-values 
will exbau~f considerable amount8 of the sum rule. Conae- 
quently, one has to expect very small  peak cross sections. 
The schematic mPodal1° predicts 195 MeV (37 - 38 MeV 
in 140ce, table 1) which carries nearly a l l  the f sovector 
strength ( 9 7 8 ) .  The RFA calculationa' finds nearly tbe 
same amount centere8 at 36 MeV, w i t h  t a i l s  ranging fmm 
13 to 6 0  MeV. As figure L shows, there b v a  been resonanoee 
egaa in five nuclei heavier than l4'ce ( 1 6 5 ~ ~  (ref. 711, 
(ref. 721, 197m (ref. 41 , 208gb (ref. 4)  and 2 3 8 ~  
[ref. 93)). The exeitation eaergg scatters corrsfdetably 
in uni t s ,  thus, it i s  dFf ff cult to hl feV9  that this 
same state in a l l  nuclei, and, in fact, the inter- 
pretatlm o a c i l l a t e ~  betmen ED (ismeetor) 4,  E3 (f  sovector) 71,93 
and EZ + El i n  raf. 72. Although the '*~a experiment of 
~ i c k s ,  et .la7' 1s by far the bes t  (e,ea) ~~~~~nt of 
any nucleum, what concerns statistical a ~ c u r w  a d  moment^ 
trwfer covered, direct use of their data i s  hampered by 
the  following. Ffxat, the anqle was varied between 10 and 
150°, qiwing riae to d i f f i c u l t i e s  with transverse c o n t r a -  
tiona (see dfacu@aion in Saction TV.8). Secondly, khe authore 
d i d  not U 8 e  a a-ct h v d m d m c d  mdel tct,/c - I r  see 
above), but chose t3a g&nerally fit the- -1 to  the h + a 8  
making a direc t  cmpaxiaon with their data frapossible, w i t h  
the exueption of the E2, i n  which case the convaraion factors 
can be -%acted Pram ref. 72. Our conelusion i s ,  that their 
LOWBI q data, which are also the more forward mg1a spectra, 
are campatible with E3 as w e l l .  
Since t h e  isoveetor manopore has h e m  predfctea (ref. 
94, Bee caption of table 1 for details) at; 178 h'V3 MeV, 
th& structure ireen in this region m a y  indeea lm a m i x t u r e  
of both isovector manopoh and 3 h  actupole. The scatter 
of mxcibition energy, in aadition. can be explained consis- 
tently if w assme the higher resonance t; be 8 3 .  Similar 
to the 1-r o e t u w l e   state^^^'^^-^', it might be apraad 
out sufficiently in deformed nuclei as to d i e q p e a r  i n  t h e  
baekqround (the spraadina process preeumably can bn thought 
o f  am a quahple-cctupole coupling). Therefore in the 
deformed nwlei one sees the lower-lying monopole atate ,  
which in upherfoal nuclei cnmut be recognized in meonant 
form bwause i t  is bracketed betwean t h e  isweetor H2 
I135 &-'I3 MeV) and the E3 (195 A -'j3 MeV). While i t  should 
bn alear, that most of f3ae interpretation given above 
im inferred i m m  a skimpy 4ata baain, i t  a l w  might he pointed 
auk that i t  f a  the only interpretation wUch is aonaietent 
both w i t h  theory and exwriment. 
In 140ce, f h l l y ,  we have encountered ths a- 
ambiguities as apparent f ~ o w  the systmatics in figure 1, 
amplified in our evaluation procedura tbxough a chazrce happan- 
h g  in our experiment. En Section If we mentimed *at the 
spec- with tha highest momentum transfer waa m e a s u r e d  
twice fn ofdar to achieve suf f i c i ent ly  good statlatical 
accuracy in a tolerable t h e  & 100 hmrs). fa fact a 
mahina failure of several hours duration in the first of 
the two runs produced an obviously unphysieal discontinuity 
in the spectrum beyond 42 MeV. The 37 bSeV from facwr in 
figure SO shows two sets of points. The f i l led  circles, 
favoring an E2 (or BO) form factor, correspond to a fit of 
the cmpo~ite spectra up to 42 MeV. The open ciselsB. 
favorfnq an E3 interpretation* eorreapmd to a f i t  to the 
second run only, but up to 48 MeV i n  eltcitation energy. 
Correspondinqly, the apparent maximum shifted from 37 to 
a8 WV {-195 A-'/~ mV)  to 3 1  MeV (175 A - " ~ H ~ V ) .  This 1s 
evidant in figure 5,  where the l m r  spactsum c i w l y  ahOws 
that k h  ze&nance at the hfghe& exaihtion anew (fixQd 
n t  37 b@V) does dot degcriba the data very well? a telativm 
m a r h  appears to be st 34 &V. OUr inte*pretat%pn. is that 
tlw P i t ,  &*-ins to achieve *he lowest poeesble xa 
(pr dsgrera of teaelam) rmfsl~atehea ehe B a c k q r o d *  verifyitw 
OW rule of #mb, that In order to  fit the aa#tfnum 
xesanances raliably the apeokra have ta axeend at: least me 
fu t l  WfwicXth b p n a  the last resonance fitted. Uatmally 
$k wuld be pomslble to tw0 resanancea h Wia regien, 
pm a* 34 and one at 37 HaV, an8 at- .to U~eatanglrn t k  
epwttb. that way. I f m r ,  to do 80 mUZa p m a M  that: a 
g a t e r  a-aw is aebiewbla, tbn .IwkFffed by thu dam 
h a d m  and our math04 af fitking the background togethex w i t h  
the -awe#. The law- obviously leads to d i f f i d t i e e  
at high excttation energies. The values qivar! in table 9 
far tt.he 34, - M MeV region thus should k fntarpm+od as 
limits with any W e  of -Ee an8 octrrpo3e 
po~a~bla .  w i t h h  tthe wrors both rp~*ro~oagie~' ma-- 
&a"*''( gradicttona can he aecmmdatad. 
E. IWxadeeupole Strength 
-a has haen litkle aonvilrelng evidmoee for BP 
8Xaitatiow f n b  the eontinurmr. Similar to the E3 skateB, 
they We h.a$fmnted into hrrr trsnnitions (&, ahaI and 
these inta isuwktar  at^^ fsovector~, a a ~  since tbay axe even 
higher i n  exrrikatfoa energy, they will be more agxead out 
and smaller cross sections will exhaust t h e  sum rule. AS 
m t l M  earlfer, to deternine a certain multipolarity w i t h  
cetCain.ty, on the baais o f  khe form factor alms, o m   ha^ 
td hnve a Wnttrm transfer vhicb ~ovmrs the maximm 61 *e 
fom factor. 'Phis Is not the case for t i h e  $4. Ilooreuetr, 
far the atates believed to be E l  a elari~ifieaeion W i t h  
X > 4 would l a d  to multiple exhaustion of the sum w e .  
2sbI.a 4 s m e  the resalts f- our laboratoxy for 58*60~1 
(ref. 92) and 14P~e. For the NL iawtopes a 11nm shape f i t  
F o r  all the 8 4  contrfbu~ions was possible; f a  " O C ~ ,  an 
alrectdy dlscuaW, are inferred frm differeinctta ta 
fom factors and thus might be due to failurea of models. 
The table ehma a ~ertain requlaxity ~on~erojjlg strsngth 
and p o a i t i m  t i n  A"'~ M V )  , ~wprishg lor nuclei that far 
apart in tha nueleax aystea. -1 don *th table 1 showdl 
scmm m-ut w i t h  the schematic -1 prediction for botb 
isoiloalar 2 b  and 4 h  trmsitiaas what concern8 Cha exai- 
tation ensrgy, but clearly more work and better data are- 
to establish a ayatematfe behavior. The atates at 
7.4 WV and 31 W ,  however, could be fitted by a line shape; 
flgure 12 a d  10, respectively, show that an E4 aasigmant 
i s  favored by the form factor. 
It is clear that the sum rule would be approxfslately 
twice overexhausted if a l l  the states in table 9 f n d d  would 
h E4. Figare 9 shows for the 12 MeV region thmt %3 is 
fawred in explaining the cliffereme in cro~ssa #&on to  the 
ET E2 DWBA calculation (figure 81, for the 25 MeV raghm 
( f  fgwe 10)  w e  have arqwd aSwG that one w u l d  not expect 
tire t3oLdhaber-*ellex model to fit the iaowctor E2. That  
means, together w i t n  the 2.08 MeV sfate (dB EtPSR, raf. 2)  
soma 98b of the isoscdter s m  are exkraaskd, but the d f e i -  
butAon seems to be dfffewnt *Ran pxMiete& by the schtmatic 
m~del", or the micr~seopie aalaulatims. m r ,  
1-e uncertainties preclub amre definite oerncluafone. 
F. The 53 MBP' State 
the resats ai~cuasea far ~ V B  bean ca-izeti 
aceordSnq t o  certain multipolarities a d  atzaight forwazd 
macroseopie and uiicmaeop~ eonsibkations.  he 53 A-''~ m V  
(10 MeV) s ta te  Befias such treatmant. Dkacuvared In the 
wrimmfs  8eacribed in rsf. 2 and 3 and uorrectly r w -  
a i d  as of electrgc character, Lt wan waxtlsB a8 ~d Un;- 
W- noieanee, forced w n  w w y  a u t k o r ~ ~ 8 ~  by 
a piedXess x2 fit, giving riae to many a maliolous con- 
f-ee quiklti~a. #bxe seriously, Fts aymtmatia ecwrmce 
was f i r a t  - m i r e d  hy ( e r ew>  on lgTh d 208~b.4 15lthmgh 
W. 2 &as nat q i ~ 8  a multipolaritp, i t la el-r frdat the 
S P a r a  that it 8CeileS with tba GQR at 12 MeV. COmmq~atly, 
it war a maturd eandiBate for a -3,e amrignmsbt.' 
Slnee t h i ~  aasigment in '''~h was based on ~ ~ l a a  intricate 
-t uonaeming flnestruckura visible (anQ nqk visibie) 
in both ly,n) am3 Ce,er), it was argmd it might as olall 
bB q a a b p ~ l a ~ ~ ,  or khe manopoXm assignment w a a  ruled 
Since we did not agree w i t h  thie bwgluebn, we 
M a  pima a detailed a c c w t  of Ustory and arguments 
l;eC(sntlyr6' ka which ws refer for particulars. Tkere are 
t w o  new elements which inah it posdble and a e s s i a r y  t o  
amend the weaselword s t a t m a t  In  the abstraat af ref. 69. 
khat "the new aaaXysYs makes any assignmnet fax the 8.9 MeV 
resonance other than mnom1e difficult to understandm. 
Despite that sentence, srguments in favor of an fsovstor 
~2 seaamtee wre  am^ anderst&." 
The tr*o new elements are: 
1, A 207pb (n,y) - a t  hy Ra*aa, at a1.96 slwwai ba~ed 
an the teebnique heiop88  Ln r e f .  17, that thm 8,s MeV 
reamawe %n "%b has to be be2 in order to &plasm the 
Clopn of p r w  I32 t rsnsi t ions imnopole shake@ W a y  
only h bigher order through y emission) . 
2. The availabflity of mre le,et) data for the 53 hml/' 
-V region in a r ~ e r  of  nuelai &-en "~i and 20'~b. 
The aystrtmatfc* o f  t h i ~  resonance is i n U W  difsexent 
from m y  ather electric resonance found 80 far. Gen- 
erh l ly ,  the aitrength af giant resonances uarhs very 
8LwPly w i t h  A, droppfng from approximataly 80 t o  100% 
W R  Xor the- isoscirlar WR 5n khe heaviest nuclei, to 
50 tcr 60% in the A 2 60 region. La,13 This i a  quite 
dlfferaat far the 53 A''!~ MeV atate. rf w e  -has 
i t s  margy in taxits of the boscalar sum rule, beaause 
it unhubtedly follows an B2 (or EOI fomi Factar, f r s  
s t r ~ g t h  dxbgm frow 3% in '"~b (ref. 4, 69, 76) to 
9s in 14Q4?a an8 balm 3% in 58~i. Fiqure I2 shows thak 
an E2 form fackor explains the '"ce dake best, 
There are m y  possd&ilities ta display the strength 
'nf the 53 h-'13 MeV resorianee as a function of varfoua 
parameters, The one which ptaauced kh% greatest eon- 
aistsncy is ahown in f igure  13 and displays th8 ieov~etor 
82 strength as function of the- neutron excess. Clearly 
2 the strength rises i n  proportion to T . The mt im- 
prkank case is 208pb. Mot only has U s  stat* b- 
rmewsured by se~eral experimenks, or differant evaluation 
of the same data have been a ~ a d e , ~ * ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ f I  it is also 
#ta only cam #hem applicable RPA calcu2atioas hava h n  
~ o m e d . ' '  Hallmrt, et a1.82 have calmlatad w k t h  RPA 
w a w i w t h ~ s  tht the T - 1 and T - 0 suas ii~ tha regfoa 
of the faascalax g i a k  -1e m~onanca ~g '08pb ~houza 
b in the ratio 0.23. 
Pigura 13 shcwa this calculatfon tb be in close agree- 
meat w i t h  the strength of the 53 A~~~~ UeV state. Frm 
the context of the discussion in ref. 82 it appears 
that t h i n  atrength is *ought hto be due ta khe excess 
neutrons, although a afmple mass oscillation d e l  would 
only produce ismeetor atrength of the order (U - 2) ' / A ~ ,  
or 1/51 of the microscomic Similar consfaera- 
tions by Bohr and Hottelaon {ref. 11, aage 513) must 
not be interpreted as suqgesting a special mode of 
oscillation aasoeiated with the excess neutrons, 98 
becauss I t  would be cliff imlt to imagine a force which 
holds together the excess neutrons in a separate 
ascillation aqainat the rest of the nucleus.'98 OD 
the other hand, it i t a m  clear from the exwrhtdl  
evfdence Isse aiscuasion in ref. 6.9 eepecially the 
appargat noa-exeritgtioa h hadron eca$fering) that 
thf s d e  is nut juet a simple second branch of a e  
at 10.5 (63 A-''~ jMev. Dasgite the objetfons 
raise& the ez~lturation as a sepaxake excess neutron 
isoveckor $2 ahpa oscillation seems to be the anly 
one which explains all the data in a eonsfatent manaer. 
- 
~Mrr work cowers a large range of the nuclear continuum, 
which contains nany retrenanees. S ince  they have Wen U s -  
cysarsd tu detail, oftea ~ith emplicated aeguments, fa the 
text, wa do not wabt t0 give a short version ~ 9 f  our paper 
bra, Q W ~  to miaintergrekatian. For & short m . ~ i e u t  am- 
~ r d n g  tshe majar maonant&#, t W e  10 mby be w b a u l t d .  
Rather M want to stake thc shortE&qs. W e  have beasurea 
l d O ~ e  up to 48 UeV in a%cLtab%on eae*gy, The f u l l  use of 
the data has b a n  hmp%te& by Coro pmblams. 
First, the continurn states are wfde and overlap rrad 
a m ,  therefore, Btff icult t o  disenkangls with the over- 
lapping resonaneea. Tfd8 diff iculty f s a principle o m  and 
canaot be helped. Coincideme experiAlenm aze r 0 1 p e P k  
prop~sed as r w y ,  but tlmy do not meaetYe the tatel cross 
sectian, and, as additional difficulty, will prd- iatttr- 
femme between resonances of diEf*rent multiwIarity. 40 
Secondly, the radiation t a i l  Fail8 at h i g b r  errcikakion 
energy, where those xesoaancss Ikt eha apern mialy 
to investigation by (ere4) fthe gswectvr s t a t e ) .  L i t t l e  
tIa@orrttica5 Qxagress has bema madm h ~ e  s-e tha pionaering 
week of r e .  1'1 end 30. ExperbebtOr8 &we made some 
b u ~ i s t i c a l  impmvesnents, first fly insextfng correat elasrfe 
crrrms sections into the w i n @  approximat~~n73, then 
by *xtendFng &is  ta the f o m a l i p  af Ginaberg aria 
~ratt .~ '  A great- thno=atf en1 effort to overam this 
mbfm i s  crearLy nemwt, 
Coincidence experiments may be, however. the only method 
ta decide whether or not the total photan cross section 
below pion threshold contains a large E2 contribution, or 
not. From our experiment we can only show that it might 
be pasalble. 
ff We 10  HaV state  (53 A - ~ ' ~  M8V) i s  indeed a neutron 
oscillation, coincLdence experiments may also h e l p  here. 
On kha other hand, t h y  may not, because neutrons are the 
only particles which come out o f  the nucleus a t  this exci- 
tatian energy in heavy nuclei anyhow. 
Figure 1 Bxeitatiw enarqy of resonant cross section 
app5c*imat*ly SO A ~ ~ / ~  MeV as a function d A. 
'Pme ltnma have b n  drawn solely ta wide the eye. 
M t W h  Chis plot  Qoes not enable one to a s i d e  
on the mrrltipolarity af the states found, c w n  
a y s w t l ~  f~aturea are 8ppaTBnt. %citation 
energies seem to k fairly cdnstmt for maonan-s 
at -30, 63 and and05 A-'/~ W ,  but dtop diattnetly 
over the rat~g'e oI A c a v e  fox thm reaonnncas 
prwped a~lund 130 ?t-1L3 mv- Siraca kM, behavior 
&s tedafacptnt  of the mR, an i n o r  itnd 
liinee the 130 m V  s t a t e  h a  also barn ideati-  
f fed am Laeveator (&a)  , one may comLud. that 
faovmctor staka Pall off in emitatfog en- w i k h  
A, while fmsaslar %ate8 tlo not, at least htueen 
A = 90 aa8 208'. Some irregular features, m n c e x n h g  
the 53 an9 -190 A-''~ HeV states uxe di-sed i n  
.tha tat. Only results frau terell aw  rhraar, b k  
psented  is the QDR bacaras% its energy i e  much bettux 
k l a m  frm (ylnj results. dl  
L. I I I I 
50 100 150 
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Figure 2 Spectra of 80 md 92 MeV electrons scattered in= 
elaaticdLy from 1 4 0 ~ e .  Reaon,es (or envelopes 
of discxete states) are 'hdicated &md aiscuslred 
i n  mxe detai l  in the t ex t .  The bottom CUT& 
line i n  both parts is t h e  fitted total baalcgrwnd. 
Nofa that z e r o  in the lowax spec- is 
suppresmed. The ghost:  peak has not h subtracted 
from the data, neither are the crosa gectioas 
aorrected far the constant dispexaion of the mag- 
net i c  spectrometer. The spectra ware taken and 
fitted w i t h  30 points per MeV, which were reduced 
for graphical purposes by a factor of 4. RiasoluUon 
r~as SOO'keV, approximately 1/3 of the width of the 
Bapallest resonance found: the statistical grsor ia 
shown on selected pofntar in the lower speutrum; it 
was smaller than the circles in the upper one. The 
f i t t%d range of  the spectta shown was 4 - 48  MeV for 
the upper, and 4 - 42  MeV for the lower apectrrrm 
[see clfseussion i n  text  in conjunction with the 
37 MeV state). 
I 
so; 
+ = 92 MeV 
9 = 105' 
I 
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EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV) 
Figure 3 5-tmm of 92.1 MeV elactroas scattttred inelastic- 
a l l y  f- 140~t3 a t  90'. The spec'tzm w i t h  and 
without t h e  backqmunff is s- together so that 
the diff etrenca between tha tm may be m. 'Elle 
resananees whiah were ueed for f f t t h g  the speetm 
and the backqmuad as described i n  the t a k  axe 
barn. me *ghost pmak* is not subtract4 f- the 
upper graphs. Tha spactrrw was talren .anb fit- 
w i t h  10 data paints per MeV. For graphioal -386 
the number of paints $ofor the tgpm&mm was redwed by 
a factor of 1. The f i ttfrrg range -4 4 - 18 ltevt t b  
b r o w  l h s  a m  drm to guide tha eym. FM #t&tin- 
t i ca l  error is shorn on amleted pint*.  While the 
upper part bas & been correutQB for tha camatant 
d i e g e r a b  of tlta maqnetic qactrcaetm and khua 
shows tha data points as waacsu*ed, the mubtiackd 
spa- has been corrected, in ox& #haw the  
awss- pf the reaonaakea fn the* k r ~  
Figure 4 Gamparison of cross sections for el to B4 
transitions divided by t h e  W o t t  craas sections. The 
curves are interpolations between calculations for 
the correct energy and angle of the  five maaure- 
ments used, dnce the data in this work and frm 
ref. 2 vary greatly in electron beam energy.  he 
were normalized so that the f i rat  m i m a  are 
w a l .  
 he program of Tuan. et a1.52 w a ~  used with 
a transitfan charge density ptr(r) - c tX-'do (r)/dr. 
0 
I L I L 1 I 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0-7 
inelastic momentum transfer ( f N 1  1 
rig- 7 Coiapariwn of the difference betwewn the experf- 
m t a l  fotla factors an8 the Goldhabrr-Taller model 
(see figure 6) and the DWBA form factors for the 
resoname found at 15.3 MeV. The dlffarence shows 
that the poasibiliky of an EO transition w i t h  
15 2 15% of tbe mnopoLe isoscalar mm rule Lpfng 
beneath the dipole exist# only i f  idxi Galbaber- 
Teller d m 1  i s  ass- t o  be correct. 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
momentum transfer ( f 6 '  ) 
Figura 8 Comparison of the DKBA and experimental form 
factors far t h e  resonance found at 12 MeV. The 
Goldhaber-TelleP m&el for an E2 transition w a a  
fit t o  the axperimental data (table 10) f i r s t  
uafng as the half density radius ct, = c and 
secodly ct, = O*95*c as explained in the text. 
GOLDHABER - TELLER 
4 B(E2) = 2050 fm 
Ex= 12.0MeV 
I I I I 
0.2 I 0.3 1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
momentum transfer ( f 6') 
F i g u ~ e  9 C-iaon of the difference batwaen the emeri- 
m t a l  fom factor and the Goldhaber-Tellpr -1 
fm factor w i t h  ct, - r: (see qigure 8) for 
the reaehance found at 12 M V .  The difference 
abopps khat an E3 transitfop baneam the E2 trunp$- 
tion found at 12 lbl may exut  if #a -1-r 
%lLer model is assumed to  be correct, A sirable- 
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Figure 9 
Figure 10 Comparison of the DWBA and experimental form 
factors for the resonancas found at 22, 25, 
31 and 37 MeV. The Goldhaber-Teller model 
for an E3 transition fits the experimental 
E o a  factors of  the resonance found at 22 MeV. 
Both the Goldhaber-Teller and the MyBrs-Swiatecki 
RZ Irwdels were fit to the experhental form 
factors for the resonance found at 25 MeV (tahlar 
1 0 ) .  The Myers-Swiatecki model w i t h  a mixture 
ratio of 1.0 was found to fit the data Wker 
than the Goldhaber-Tellex model as explained in the 
twt. The assignment of an E3 transition can be 
clearly ruled out. The exp&uentel fonn factor 
of the xesonance found a t  31 MeV f i t  the Goldhaber- 
Teller moilel for both E3 and 8 4  tranaftiwr. An 
upper value could only be estimated for Ma form 
fact= abtsined from the 80 MeV/90° a r r p e r b t ,  
b a e d  on the statistical error of the meaaurttarent. 
The assignment of an E2 transition can be ruled out. 
The aarfgnrnent of  the resonance around 37 MeV i s  
the mst d i f f i c u l t .  Because of  the intricate 
atguments, we refer to text. 
1 1 h I 0.4 05 0.6 &? 
momentum transter (fm-'1 
Figpro 11 Comparison of the difference between t h e  experi- 
mental form factors and the Goldhaber-Teller 
d e l  (sea figure 11) and the DWBA fom fantor 
for the resonance found at 25  MeV. The Biftetenca 
shosnr that the poeafbflity of an I 3  or an B4 
tra!mfthn lying beneath the E2 transitfoa eximto 
i f  the Q o ~ - T e l l e x  M e 1  in a s a m  w be 
coc~Bet* 
140 Ce (e,ea) Ex =25 MeV 
r 
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momentum transfer (fm- ) 
F m  12 Conpariaon of the DWBA and experfmentdfom 
factors for the resonances found at 6.0, 7 .4 ,  an8 
10 WV. The Qoldhaber-Teller model for an E3 
transition fits the experfmental fom factorm of  
the 6.0 NV resonance Iteble 10) w h i l e  an $2 m 
E l  assignment of form factors can eleurly be ruled 
out. T h  Goldhqber-Teller model for Wth an E3 
an8 for an B4 transition fit8 the expetimntal 
form factors for the resonance fuuM at 7.4 M%V. 
An E2 asaignnasnt of t h e  fora factor, though, can 
be clearly ruled out. The Goldhaber-'Pelliar mbdel 
for an E2 (EO) ttansition fits the w r f a s n t a l  
fom factors of the resonance found a t  10 UeV 
but the resultm depend m the intarpretation of 
thi8 llode (see table 5 ) .  
A3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
momentum transfer (fmil ) 
ad- 13 Strength  o f  state at 53  A-''' MeV ia nuclei 
5%i and expressed i n  wita ot 
itmmctar smr rule. Tha calculutiaa of 
mlhwt, e t  al.*', no-liked ka t h  rtrasgth 
forrrmd q r m l l y  for the iwrcdar h 
20epb (928 E W R )  , is Indliaated, Tba -$- 
mntal mints ass f- ref. 99 1 5 ~ * ~ % 1 1 ~  mf.
16 (89r,, th in  ImPk (l4*C.), ref. 29 t1'b1, 
ref. 71 (16'~), r ~ a p e  o i  ref. 20 and raf. 
72 Iwhiab b&d tQ h r-li-, - dtrcuwten 
in m t h n  US# Wm 37 *V m-1 
I = ~ % ~ S  , raf . i fi*%a) , a-ag. w*- 4, 
a, 96, and *t Por 19se lP,htamt 
d~ I W ~ S  Eh. a2 B- a 
h given. A --an- w i k h  rr. ruth o i  D s 1 I&V 
in khe n i  i $ i s m m m  at t h i n  i s  W t l y  
B3, fn no remmnt cram sm~tian wula km 
i d a n t i f i d  at all. 
-30 *. s ~ 3 3 a " ~ ~ e v  State 
U 
%Halbert e4 al. 
20 30 40 
neutron excess (2 T ) 
Ff gum I3 
TABLE L 
andarn Phase ~ppraximatton IRPA) calculations of ~ m m w t o ~ ' '  
for #m principal main ahel l  transitions i n t o  the coatinurn. 
while t h i s  simple model nsturally can not accwnt for fim 
details, like the f ine structure found i n  'OBpb (ref. 32), 
it  daacrLb8s the giant resonances f o d  to date very well. 
A Biffe-t apflroaeh by ~ u s u k i ' ~  based on srrm rule considera- 
tions pr&iots in additim the rmnopole strenqth to be lo- 
cated st 58 and 178 A - ~ / ~  MeV for tha i8oscnlar &nd isovecbr 
part, re8pctiveily.  
3 0  Strength at 80 A-"' YeV In N - 82 Nuclei 
aa I R@ f. 
45 * lsbl this work 
1 6 . z t 0 . 1  1 . 0 0 ~ 0 . 1 5  Z ~ ~ L O C )  21 
14.3 + 0.2 2.40 0.15 20 + i~~~ 21  
11.1 2 0.5 2.9 = 0.5 100 2 2 0 ~ )  44 
*]R - li,. JHJ a f m s ~ ~ ~ , h ~  = 0) b100 
b ) ~ t r s n g t h  based an diffafents between sxpcrlmbnt *ad GT Earn factor 
c'lfils s h e 1  f it  
TABLE 4 
TABLE 4 
eollparison b e m a n  (Ic&') and (e,eS 1 experiment for the 
12 MeV rsaonance in different Pt = 82 nuclei ahow the alpha 
results to be systematically higher. A detail& l ook  at 
th d f f f m n t  evaluation procedures and line shagem used, 
ae diaeuesed in the text, shma that Che (I(,&' 1 rmsplts 
should be 20 to 30% lower than the (e,el ) B a a ,  because 
t h i a  would be the effective difference of the yield of a 
mxnrantr or Breit-Wigm f i t  va. a Gaussian line shape. 
Effectively, the (e,eq) sran rule values a r e  20 to  348 
lower, making the difference even Bore marke8ly, The new 
( e r e * )  I4'Ce value, (50 2 1 0 ) a  WPSR, i s  lowar than the older 
14*ce 142~d  b t a  h u m  a wider range of -tm 
tranafec was cowered. Figure 8 sad 9 show that t k e  i s  
an ambiguity in the fntarpretetfoa as to nimthe~ the dff -  
ferenee to the strict Goldhabar-Teller mdel (gtr - Up&) 
in h e  to other multiplarities ($3 and 141 ,  or to a failure 
of the model. However, the lw value of the =ran rule results 
indepederr t  of t h i s  ambiguity. The neweat (a,am) posi t ion 
and width for trsf. 44) fa  now i n  esmential agree- 
ment with tha electron data. 
r (MeV) 
2.8 + 0.2 
2 .0  ; 0.2 
3.6 2 0.3 
2.9 2 0.3 
2.9 + 0.2 
3.9 f 0.2 










a' R = Ex-B(Z2, q * OI/BY6R(AT - 01*100 
b, mergy, width, and strength not corrected for asalmtsd monopole at 
15 MeV 
strength m e  gi- 
T o t ~ l  ermr. Standard daviation resu l ta  in (51 2 5 )  % ErmR 
O&C - 0.95. ~ e e  text 
TABLE 5 
St*.- o i  d l  i d e ~ t L d i d  E2 atates up to 12 MeV as &eter- 
mind by (*eq) t d .  2). Thy slnn up to 73% off W w  f m a & a r  
a m  if m a  inc1lmdes tba 10 mN state. a ~ d  to 67a w i t b u t .  
Tha ~ a l g n w n t  for 10 .taw i s  alnb$guous for tw r q a w ~ .  
Firet (e,,em) can not m y  & & 6 * w a f i  BD and E2, 
and u ~ W Y ~  a i q  baR mt: twetl $a in S c a t t U i B g r  
woaP1Ply indicaetng eithst monopole or i s o 9 a ~ t o r  c8cr*actr.s. 
Tlau, khia ~asonmse aighk be El) s s-ml bsawh 08 the 
imwafa a at 12 wv8, (a o t  -5. 7 
w i t h  1H of tba glPSfb (a@, &T - 02 or, t3) dfus m an wcilla- 
ti= of  a a e e a s  awtmns." while a f- prodyrpea 
a ampara- qx;eesa aeutron oscL&latian i a  aifffculk ta 
imagine,'* ~ b s  - in trrw for oaris (1). 4au.t hha mm- 
in-bfpa spralE~ .I.cCnEy W l W  EIlB I ? U h  VPBI 
XeavFae. thm nstuoe of U s  abate as ummlved queetimn, w i t h  
Ref. 
0.6 9.2 a 
9.5 1.6 2 
26 3.6 2 
19 2.0 2 
7590 9.1 thia work 
BQ7,OO 51 thia #& 
Comparison between (e ,e ' )  results (ref. 2 and this work} 
and tha calculations of Liu and ~ r w r n . ~ ~  We want to 
qharriae that the calculationa were not performed d i r e c t l y  
for 140Ce, but are interpolations betweengO~r and '08pb. 
PPe have laft out the EL calculationa, because as in 0 t h  
casen, they "were singularly unsuceeseful in obtaining the 
position of the giant dipole resonance*, [G.E. Braam, Aailomar 
Conference 1973, p. 571. For the othar multipolarities, 
one might state that the present calculations do rather well 
deacrika not o n l y  the position but also khe strength dis-  
tribution,  particularly in the case of the  8 3  strength, 
which generally has been found to be much more distributed 
than the E2. In some cases ambiguities xesult in the asaiqn- 
rment of tihe ewperhental strength, denoted by footnotes. In 
any case the text and tableshould be conaul td  More fast 
coac lus ion~  are drawn. 
Footnotes for Table 6 
b) ambiguous, see caption t o  table 5 
c )  data compatible wit la  both EO and E3 
d) difference to GT B2 farm factor, cwapatible w i t h  hotb 




Theory (ref. 8L) 
aa ) Ex MeV 
Experiment 





contribution of E2 strength m the photon cmss section. 
W r  the calculation it was assumed that a l l  the rum rule 
strength (iaoacalar plus isovector = 1.14*10~ MeV fm4) 
muld be distributed in the  form of a Breit-Wigner curve 
with resonance maximum Ex and width T. The result i s  
expressed i n  units of the claeeical sum rule8' and wan 
calaulatd by integration frm 1 0  MeV to la0 MeV an8 140 
WV, maspectively. To get possible conkributions from 82 
to the total p b t a n  arose mection, ulOO [or u l r O )  has to  
be mult ip l ied  by the sum rule fraction maeared or assinned, 
and additionally by $/A and N/A for isoscalar and isovaetor 
stxength. Par example, if we asaums the 508 EIQSRCAT = 1) 
miusinq a t  25 MeV t o  b l w a l i z e d  at 60 MeV, w i t h  P = 20 MeV, 
int ink 
amax = 9 mb, olOO - 12% TRK and = 151 TRK Plould rewlt. 
While t im a~sumption @f Elrelt-~ligner fom raay acrt be justi- 
fied, a co&ant E2 distribution w i t h  s width of 30 to 
40 HaV a t  60 to a0 MeV excitation energy muld be in agree- 
mnt  with m a ,  m t  a1 and cont~ibute evan more to the 
photon crosa section (since khe Breit-Wigner cuxve contains 
only SO6 of Che area within ita halfwidth, seamption of a 
,like aisuibution wvla r.tu s; a d  0;;; 4 so.. 
50 tn 80s of its value, depending on location and width). 
LET 
a) par the monopole the  measured quantity i m  Inif 1' t fm4)  
b) A = P . B ( E X ) ~ ~ B R  (PA,AT) -100 
C )  The ezror given ( i n  uni ts  o f  R i q  the ntanbrB. &viation of the averam s m  a l e  a- 
haustion and f a ,  therefore, Blora a measure for the fit to a certain muel thaa a measure for 
the total uncertainty. 
d)  The total error (in units of R ) ie basad an tha m a x h  aad minblrm valmes found for the 
areas under the curves during i the many attemlpta to f i t  tbe spectra. 
e at% = 1 . 0  c.  
f )  Ct, 0.95 C* 
g l  ~6 mdeL wi th  a = 0.76. 
hl GT arodal. 
i) HS W e 1  w i t h  o = 1.0. 
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